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Abstract
Delta wings are triangular-shaped lifting surfaces, and in past decades, they have been
found to have important applications in maneuvering combat aircraft and supersonic aircraft.
Slender, or high swept, delta wings have been widely studied in early investigations since
they suffer less wave drag in supersonic environments. Recently, however, with more and
more low-aspect ratio wing applications on UCAVs (Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles) and
MAVs (Micro Air Vehicles), non-slender delta wing configurations (low-sweep angle) begin to
raise interest. The collaborative investigation of flow coherent structure, suction side surface
pressure, and aerodynamic forces of non-slender delta wings presented here provides critical
insight for effective flow-control development, especially for non-slender delta wings at high
angles of attack, or encountering unsteady aerodynamic or atmospheric phenomena. As a
baseline for studying non-slender delta wings under axial or vertical acceleration, experiments
of steady translation with fixed wings under multiple angles of attack were conducted both
in the Center of Excellence at Syracuse University at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000, and in the OTTER
lab at Queen’s University at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000. According to the comparison of experimental
results from both labs, 3D reconstruction of the flow field exhibits the tendency a “conical”
flow structure departing the wing surface at high angles of attack, and the flow fully stalling.
Force measurements confirmed the static stall angle for both tested 𝛬 = 45∘ non-slender delta
wings in two groups. Similar lift and drag behavior is observed for two non-slender delta
wings at 𝑅𝑒 of 20,000 and 300,000. For the collaborative project, table 3.1, table 4.1 and
table 5.1 give detailed information of experimental datasets and corresponding sections in
each chapter. Chapters based on collaborator’s experimental results comprise data analysis
conducted in the Green Fluid Dynamics Lab.
Axial and vertical accelerated translation experiments were conducted at pre- and post-
stall angles of attack in the OTTER lab by that research group. FTLE analysis of this
data, and its comparison with surface pressure and aerodynamic forces, were conducted in
the Green Fluid Dynamics Lab in the Syracuse University. Sufficiently strong axial acceler-
ations are shown to enable reattachment at the post-stall angle of attack. Meanwhile, the
surface pressure distribution reveals a high pressure region created by the axial acceleration,
whose motion from leading edge to trailing edge can be indicated by the topology change
of nFTLE ridges. This reveals a direct connection of the kinematics (FTLE scalar field) to
the aerodynamic performance (surface pressure). The high pressure is followed by a strong
leading edge suction, which further confirms the establishment of flow reattachment at the
leading edge. The motion of the high pressure region also potentially causes the coefficient of
pitching moment to fluctuate under certain circumstances. Hence, the axial acceleration also
brings challenge for the flow control along with the increased lift. With a limited magnitude,
the tested vertical acceleration does not contribute to a clear flow reattachment. However,
it induces more rolled-up coherent structures in the leading edge shear layer. The surface
pressure distribution on the suction side exhibits no obvious evolution through the tested
vertical acceleration.
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1.1 History of delta wings
Delta wings are triangular-shaped lifting surfaces (Traub, 2017), and the name derives from
the Greek letter 𝛥. In the literature and in this dissertation, the leading edge (LE) refers
to the angled front edges of the delta wing, and the trailing edge (TE) refers to the base
edge of the delta wing. They are generally classified as slender or non-slender, and in some
references, the same distinction is also referred to as high-sweep or low-sweep, low-aspect
ratio or high-aspect ratio, respectively. The delta wing aspect ratio 𝐴 is defined as square
of the wingspan (𝑏) divided by the wing area (𝑆), with dimensions shown in figure 1-1. In
this dissertation, non-slender delta wings have a sweep angle 𝛬 less than 55∘ while slender
delta wings have a sweep angle 𝛬 larger than 55∘ (Gursul et al., 2005).
Approximately four hundred years ago, Kazimierz Siemienowicz used delta wings as sta-
bilizing fins for primitive rockets (NASA, 2013). The delta wing also has been applied in
airplane design. After World War I, Alexander Lippisch designed and made delta-winged
aircraft in Germany, and five aircraft named Delta I - Delta V were designed in his early
investigations. In 1939, Lippisch and his team were transferred to the Messerchmitt factory
by the Reich Aviation Ministry. With his help, the Messerchmitt factory came up with
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Figure 1-1: Delta wing geometric schematic.
the Messerchmitt Me 163 in 1941, shown in figure 1-2(a). Other early research also had
been underway in France and the US before or during the war. For instance, the Northrop
YB-35 was a prototype flying wing design. It and its successor YB-49 (figure 1-2(b)) made
contributions to the eventual development of the B-2 stealth bomber almost a half century
later.
After World War II, jet engines began to replace piston engines. The British first de-
veloped a series of jet aircraft, such as Avro Vulcan (figure 1-2(c)), Gloster Javelin, and
Handley Page Victor. These aircraft used slender delta wings, which have been researched
extensively. It is suitable for high-speed combat aircraft, since large sweep delta wings suffer
less supersonic wave drag (Ol and Gharib, 2003). The US, the USSR, and other nations also
stepped into this arena. The Convair F-102 Delta Dagger (figure 1-2(d)) from the US had
its first flight in 1953, which was an interceptor aiming at hostile strategic bombers. The
Mig-21, a combination of fighter and interceptor, from the USSR, took its first flight in 1956.
Air superiority aircraft Dassault Mirage III from France took off in 1956. All aircraft men-
tioned above are slender delta-winged designed as interceptors flying at high speed. Beside
the wide utilization in military, the slender delta wing planform was also used on commercial
jets, for instance, the Concorde, a British-French supersonic passenger airliner. All of these
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(a) Messerchmitt Me 163 (Holl-
way, 2017).
(b) Northrop YB-49 (J. Terry
White, 2011).
(c) British Avro Vulcan (Sgt.
David S. Nolan, 1985).
(d) USAF F-102 (Alex, 2019).
(e) Northrop B-2 (U.S. Air Force,
2003).
(f) Tupolev Tu-160 (Presiden-
tial Press and Information Office,
2005).
(g) X-48 (NASA, 2009). (h) X-47. (US Navy, 2015)
Figure 1-2: Early delta-winged designed aircraft.
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slender delta wing aircraft have undesired performance at high angles of attack. Later it will
be shown that the coefficient of lift for slender delta wings has a dramatic drop after the stall
angle, which means that for interceptors, a dangerously high landing speeds are inevitable.
In the late 1990’s, the Northrop B-2 Spirit (figure 1-2(e)) went into service in the U.S.
Air Force. The B-2 Spirit is a flying wing aircraft with 35∘ wing sweep angle and blended
wing-body design. Its unique shape ensures low observability and large payload. During
the same decade, the blended wing-body design also appeared on another strategy bomber,
Tupolev Tu-160 (figure 1-2(f)) from the USSR, though it did not have a low observability
configuration.
The next generation of flight vehicles will incorporate non-slender wing planforms and
blended delta wing-body configurations as shown in figure 1-2(g) and 1-2(h). Applying such
configurations could lead to more carrying space for the next generation commercial jet, and a
small radar cross-section, if without vertical control surfaces, for the future military manned
or unmanned aircraft. The prosperity of slender delta wing aircraft has led to abundant
related slender delta wing research, and non-slender wings have been relatively narrowly
studied (Ol and Gharib, 2003; Wang et al., 2016; Sharifi GHazijahani and Yavuz, 2019).
Non-slender delta wing configurations may encounter with serious aerodynamic control issues
(Gursul et al., 2005). Thus, the research of non-slender delta wing planform has begun to
attract more and more attention.
1.2 Previous non-slender delta wing studies
The flow structure around a non-slender delta wing is complex. Unlike slender delta wings,
the flow structure about a non-slender delta wing varies with Reynolds number, which makes
the study even harder. In the following, previous investigations including experimental




Figure 1-3: (a) Delta wing leading edge vortex schematic and (b) 2D wing schematic.
1.2.1 Leading edge vortex structure
In general, the flow structure around a delta wing is dominated by leading edge separation
and shear layer roll-up, and the latter further forms a pair of counter-rotating leading-edge
vortices as shown in the schematic in figure 1-3(a). For slender delta wings, the time-averaged
axial velocity is jet-like in vortex cores at low and moderate attack angles, and the high axial
velocity leads to additional suction and lift force, known as vortex lift (Gursul et al., 2007).
For non-slender delta wings, the time-averaged axial velocity can be wake-like even at low
angles of attack, as shown by Ol and Gharib (2003) and Wang et al. (2016).
When cutting along a plane perpendicular to the freestream direction, the 3D complex
flow structure can be projected in a 2D cross-stream plane. The leading edge vortex appears
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Figure 1-4: Leading edge vortex axial vorticity, from numerical data on a 𝛬 = 50∘ flat plate
non-slender delta wing (Gursul et al., 2005).
as a circular region of high vorticity, fed by the leading edge shear layer. An example from
Gursul et al. (2005) is given in figure 1-4. For a 50∘ sweep non-slender delta wing at 𝛼 = 15∘,
a high concentration of positive vorticity (white) appears in the leading edge shear layer and
the vortex core. The time-averaged axial velocity has a high value in this circular region,
and it is commonly referred as having jet-like axial velocity profile, due to the very low
pressure in the vortex core (Gursul et al., 2007). Besides the leading edge vortex, another
minor structure can be found, which is the secondary vortex. In figure 1-4, it appears as the
negative vorticity beneath the leading edge shear layer (oval blue region). Computational
work done by Gordnier and Visbal (2003) and Gordnier et al. (2009) revealed this structure
for a 50∘ sweep delta wing. Experimental PIV or dye injection done by Taylor et al. (2003)
and Wang and Wang (2008) further confirmed the existence of such structure. The formation
of the secondary vortex is due to the interactions of the primary leading edge vortex and the
reverse boundary layer it induces on the suction side (Gursul et al., 2005). The secondary
vortex has opposite sign vorticity to the primary leading edge vortex.
Different from the slender delta wing case, the flow structure around non-slender delta
wings exhibits Reynolds number sensitivity. A lower sweep angle results in a primary vortex
formation that is closer to the wing surface, and consequently there is a stronger interac-
tion between the primary vortex and the suction side wing surface (Verhaagen, 2011), and
a dependence of flow structure on Reynolds number (Gursul et al., 2002). This strong in-
teraction further results in the formation of a so-called dual primary vortex structure, as
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Figure 1-5: Schematic of dual vortex structure, derived from experimental data results on a
series of flat plate delta wings 𝛬 = 45∘ to 60∘ (Wang and Wang, 2008).
shown in figure 1-5. The flow separates from the leading edge at point A. The saddle point
B will form and separate the primary vortex into main and outer vortices as the attack angle
increases. Wang and Wang (2008) experimentally found that no dual-vortex was developed
at any attack angles or sweep angles when 𝑅𝑒 = 6000, but for a non-slender delta wing with
𝛬 = 50∘ or 55∘, the dual-vortex structures was observed when Reynolds number increased.
Taylor et al. (2003) observed the dual-vortex structures over a 𝛬 = 50∘ non-slender delta
wing at 𝛼 = 7.5∘ with 𝑅𝑒 = 8700, but did not observe such structure with 𝑅𝑒 = 4300. Chen
et al. (2010) stated that for a 𝛬 = 50∘ non-slender delta wing, the dual-vortex appeared
first when Reynolds number or the attack angle increased, but it was gradually reduced with
a higher Reynolds number or attack angle. Experimental and computational results found
that the dual-vortex structure occurs only at specific attack angles and Reynolds numbers,
which is a unique characteristic of the non-slender delta wing (Wang et al., 2016).
In spite of Reynolds number sensitivity and other differences in surrounding flow struc-
ture, both slender delta wings and non-slender delta wings have non-trivial spanwise effects
in the sense of vortical flow structure. As pointed out by Ol (2001), the flow over a slender
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delta wing evolves “conically”, an analogy to “cylindrical” flow, another descriptive geome-
try phrase he used to describe the flow around a 2D airfoil. A schematic of the “cylindrical”
flow is presented in figure 1-3(b). Ol (2001) inferred that flow around less slender wings
deviates further from the “conical” pattern. (Note that “conical” and “cylindrical” in this
dissertation are used as descriptive geometry phrases to describe 3D shapes of the flow struc-
ture. They do not have mathematical definitions such as in Mangler and Smith (1959) and
Smith (1968), that the velocity is constant on rays originating from the wing apex for the
conical flow.) Further, Ol and Gharib (2003) presented axial velocity and vorticity plots for
a non-slender delta wing with a 50∘ sweep angle. Compared to the “conical” pattern, axial
vorticity in the LEV core region had a much weaker peak, even weaker than the shear layer
vorticity magnitude. The axial velocity in the LEV core region did not behave as jet-like.
Similar non-slender flow structure was observed by Gordnier et al. (2009) and Verhaagen
(2011).
1.2.2 Vortex breakdown
At moderate and high angles of attack, a well-defined leading edge vortex cannot persist.
As shown in figure 1-6(a), the leading edge vortex undergoes a sudden expansion from
tightly-coiled structure to broadened rotating structure. A dye visualization in figure 1-6(b)
confirms this schematic. The dyed flow, initiated from the wing apex, moves to the trailing
edge forming a coiled straight line, and the coiled structure breaks down and is replaced by
broadened noisy structures at a certain downstream position. Such vortex has a weaker axial
vorticity peak, and its axial flow downstream becomes wake-like from jet-like. This sudden
expansion phenomenon is called the vortex breakdown, as shown in figure 1-6. As a result, the
suction pressure on wing also decreases and the lift drops. The onset of vortex breakdown is
correlated to the sweep angle 𝛬, attack angle 𝛼, and 𝑅𝑒. As reviewed by Ol (2001), “bubble”
breakdown and “spiral” breakdown are two categories, though they are loosely grouped. The
former refers to the leading edge vortex core reaching a stagnation point, and the latter refers
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to a situation where the flow winds around but does not stagnate. Besides the loss of lift,
vortex breakdown also generates unsteadiness causing wing buffeting (Gursul et al., 2005).
Hence, to reduce the potential negative effects caused by vortex breakdown, much research
have been done to gain further understanding of this phenomenon.
Earnshaw and Lawford (1961) tested vortex breakdown onset position and incidence at
a series of attack angles with different sweep angle delta wings. They observed that the
onset location approaches the apex with decreasing sweep angle. Surprisingly, except for
very low Reynolds numbers without any practical value, the vortex breakdown is insensitive
to 𝑅𝑒 for slender delta wings (Mitchell and Délery, 2001). For non-slender delta wings, the
Reynolds number does have an effect on the vortex breakdown location. As shown by Chen
et al. (2010), the vortex breakdown onset location approaches the wing apex when increasing
Reynolds number from 8700 to 4× 104 over a 50∘ delta wing at 𝛼 = 8∘. Similar results were
found by Taylor et al. (2003) on a 50∘ delta wing at 𝛼 = 7.5∘, with Reynolds number in the
range of 𝑅𝑒 = 4300 to 34700. Wang and Wang (2008) showed that in the range of 𝛬 = 45∘ to
65∘, a larger sweep angle results in a higher angle of attack which vortex breakdown occurs,
and the vortex breakdown angle at 𝑅𝑒 = 1.2× 104 is larger than at 𝑅𝑒 = 1.8× 104. Thus a
lower Reynolds number may delay the vortex breakdown.
1.2.3 Aerodynamic forces
Many experiments measuring aerodynamic forces on slender delta wings with different sweep
angles or different 𝑅𝑒 have been done, such as Earnshaw and Lawford (1961). Figure 1-7
shows the lift coefficient curves of six different sweep angle delta wings at Reynolds numbers
from 250,000 to 500,000. A delta wing with a higher sweep angle produces a better lift
coefficient performance, since its 𝐶𝐿 versus 𝛼 curves has a higher slope and the stall angle
is larger. But such slender delta wing suffers with a larger lift drop after the stall angle.
Kohlman and Wentz (1971) presented lift coefficient curves for slender delta wings from
𝛬 = 60∘ to 85∘ at 𝑅𝑒 = 1 × 106. All tested slender delta wings also had a relatively large
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(a) Vortex breakdown schematic based on
slender delta wing (Gursul et al., 2007).
(b) Dye visualization of vortex breakdown on
a 𝛬 = 50∘ flat plate non-slender delta wing
(Ol and Gharib, 2003).
Figure 1-6: Vortex breakdown schematic and flow visualization.
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Figure 1-7: Variation of lift with incidence from experimental data (Earnshaw and Lawford,
1961).
lift drop after the stall angle. Traub et al. (1998) measured the lift coefficient of 60∘ and
70∘ slender delta wings at Reynolds numbers from 20,000 to 60,000, and found that 𝑅𝑒 in
the tested range had a small effect on the lift coefficient. Increasing 𝑅𝑒 resulted in limited
effects on lift coefficient.
In general, the lift coefficient curve’s slope decreases with lower swept angles, while the
drag coefficient curve’s slope increases. Different to rectangular wings, delta wings have
higher stall angles (usually higher than 20∘), and the stall angle is higher than the initial
vortex breakdown onset angle. In other words, the lift coefficient continues to increase even
with the vortex breakdown onset, and there is no obvious correlation between the vortex
breakdown and the lift drop (Lee and Ho, 1990). Results shown by Kohlman and Wentz
(1971) indicates that, for slender delta wings, the initial vortex breakdown angle is closer to
the stall angle than non-slender delta wings’ case. More force measurements can be found in
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(a) 𝐾𝑃 . (b) 𝐾𝑉 .
Figure 1-8: 𝐾𝑃 and 𝐾𝑉 variations with angle of attack from theory (Polhamus, 1971).
studies for delta wings with a certain sweep angle, such as in Ol and Gharib (2003), Wang
and Lu (2005), Al-Garni et al. (2008), and Verhaagen (2011).
1.2.4 Modeling
Theoretical models for delta wings can be divided into two categories: 1. focusing on pre-
dicting aerodynamic forces; 2. focusing on describing the 3D flow structure and geometry.
A classical force model was developed by Polhamus (1971). The total lift is separated into
vortex and potential contributions. The potential lift is calculated using potential flow theory
with the Kutta condition assumed at a sharp leading edge. The vortex lift is associated with
the leading edge vortex. As shown in the following:
𝐶𝐿 = 𝐾𝑃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼 +𝐾𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼, (1.1)
𝛼 is the angle of attack, and 𝐾𝑃 and 𝐾𝑉 are constants of proportionality in potential lift and
vortex lift respectively. 𝐾𝑃 is calculated by a modification of the Multhopp lifting-surface
theory (Multhopp, 1950), and 𝐾𝑉 is determined by the lifting-surface theory (Polhamus,
1971). Figure 1-8 shows their variations with aspect ratio 𝐴.
According to figure 1-8, the potential lift term 𝐾𝑃 increases faster than the vortex lift
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(a) 70∘ and 75∘ delta wings. (b) 60∘ and 65∘ delta wings.
Figure 1-9: Experiments (circles) and theory (dashed lines) comparison of 𝐶𝐿 (Kohlman and
Wentz, 1971).
term 𝐾𝑉 does as the sweep angle 𝛬 decreases, or in other words, as aspect ratio 𝐴 increases.
As a result, the contribution of the vortex lift term to the total lift portion becomes smaller
at a lower sweep angle. Comparison of Polhamus’ prediction to experimental data was given
by Kohlman and Wentz (1971), as shown in figure 1-9. It is seen that wings with large sweep
angle were able to achieve the theoretical lift coefficients but for wings with smaller sweep
angle the lift coefficients were lower than theoretical values. As mentioned before, the 𝑅𝑒
sensitivity can not be ignored for non-slender delta wings, and Polhamus’ prediction does
not consider Reynolds number. Thus, a more intricate force model is needed for non-slender
delta wings.
Potential flow models were constructed to describe the flow structure around delta wings.
Mangler and Smith (1959) used a spiral vortex sheet to model the vortex layer on a slender
delta wing. Applying the slender-body theory and a conical velocity field assumption, the
3D model was further reduced to a 2D model. One decade later, without the limitation of
digital computing, Smith (1968) numerically built the potential flow model and successfully
predicted the height of the vortex above the wing. A potential flow model was also applied
to non-slender delta wings by Moore and Pullin (1995). Their model predicted leading
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Figure 1-10: Conical vortex sheets of non-slender delta wing potential flow model with
different semi-apex angle 𝛾0 (Moore and Pullin , 1995).
edge vortex distribution with different sweep angles, as shown in figure 1-10, but did not
accurately model the variance under different angles of attack.
In recent years, with more available computational power, computational fluid dynamics
began to be applied on delta wing flow simulation. Morton (2003) and Morton (2009)
used detached eddy simulation (DES) proposed by Spalart et al. (1997), which is a hybrid
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes large-eddy simulation method, to simulate flow structure
around delta wings in a fully turbulent environment. The vortex breakdown over a 70∘ sweep
angle slender delta wing was successfully simulated. And the modeling of the laminar-
to-turbulent transition was found to be important, since it has non-negligible effects on
turbulent kinetic energy. Gordnier et al. (2009) applied implicit large eddy simulation (ILES)
to predict time-averaged flow structure and vortex breakdown location around a 50∘ sweep
angle delta wing under moderate Reynolds numbers. Figure 1-11 shows the computational
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Figure 1-11: Isosurfaces of constant axial vorticity colored by density contours, from numer-
ical data on a 𝛬 = 50∘ non-slender delta wing (Gordnier et al., 2009).
result of a 50∘ non-slender delta wing at 𝛼 = 15∘ with 𝑅𝑒 = 6.2×105. The vortex breakdown
is captured by the instantaneous 3D axial vorticity isosurfaces. At 𝑅𝑒 with an order of
𝑂 (106), an overall good agreement between the computational results and the experimental
results was achieved, though some differences occurred in the vortex breakdown structure
and the onset location. Computational studies of Morton (2009) and Gordnier et al. (2009)
highlighted the importance of a fine grid resolution for the accuracy of the results. Brett
and Ooi (2014) used RANS to study the effect of sweep angle at 𝛼 = 10∘ and found that the
leading edge vortex detachment downstream resulted in a net positive pitch moment, since
the net lift force was being generated further forward on the wing.
Previous theoretical studies model the leading edge vortex as a conical vortex sheet and
ignore the viscous effects to simplify the modeling. Delta wing related computational works
mainly innovate and validate CFD algorithms with experimental data. Previous experi-
mental investigations focused on non-slender delta wings at relatively low angles of attack.
Inviscid theoretical modelings are not suitable to predict large wake around delta wings at
high angles of attack. What’s more, the conical vortex sheet assumption may not be valid
for such situation. CFD algorithms for high attack angles need to be validated with exper-
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imental data. Thus, non-slender delta wings at high angles of attack, experimental studies
are necessary.
1.3 Approach and objectives
As discussed, even at moderate angles of attack, the flow around a non-slender delta wing
is governed by unsteady effects. What’s more, the 3D conical leading edge vortex structure
gives the flow around non-slender delta wings much higher complexity than rectangular
wings, since spanwise effects need to be considered. In the following, Eulerian and Lagrangian
approaches and their results on non-slender delta wings will be presented and discussed.
Then objectives of the current work will be presented.
1.3.1 Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches
Dye/smoke injection can give a straight visualization of flow structure around a non-slender
delta wing, including the swirling leading edge vortex structure and vortex breakdown; exam-
ples can be seen in Wang et al. (2003), Lambert and Gursul (2004), and Lee and Ko (2016).
Even small-scale secondary vortices can be observed through dye/smoke visualization if the
experiment is designed properly, such as in Wang and Wang (2008) and Sharifi GHazija-
hani and Yavuz (2019). However, one still needs other techniques for a more quantitative
approach to investigate such complicated flow structure.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) can be used to measure and reconstruct 2D/3D velocity
vector fields. Quantitative descriptions of flow structure can then be given in a certain cross-
section plane or a 3D volume. From velocity fields, more insightful quantities can be derived,
such as vorticity, circulation, etc.
To study the leading edge vortex, vorticity is often calculated to measure the vortex
strength. Figure 1-12(a) shows a typical contour of axial vorticity in a spanwise cross section
for a 50∘ sweep angle non-slender delta wing from Ol and Gharib (2003). The contour
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(a) (b)
Figure 1-12: (a) Axial vorticity and (b) velocity contours for a 50∘ sweep angle non-slender
delta wing (Ol and Gharib, 2003).
plot clearly shows a peak in vorticity in the primary vortex core region. There is also a
vorticity band of the leading edge shear layer, which shows the vorticity feeding from leading
edge shear layer into the leading edge vortex. The vortex breakdown was detected by the
weakening of axial vorticity magnitude, and also was detected by the wake-like axial velocity
profile in the primary vortex core region in figure 1-12(b).
Streamlines are another useful tool to describe and analyze the flow structure pattern.
Gursul et al. (2007) used 2D cross-plane schematic streamlines to classify attached and
separated patterns, as shown in figure 1-13. Point A represented the reattachment location on
the wing surface. When the angle of attack increased, point A moved inboard, approaching
the centerline of the wing. With continued increase in the attack angle, point A left the
surface and the reattachment was not possible. Streamlines can be derived from CFD or
experimental data. Taylor and Gursul (2004) and Gordnier et al. (2009) calculated 2D
streamlines on a plane parallel and very close to the wing surface. One example is shown
in figure 1-14. The projection of the leading edge vortex on the wing surface is noted as
the leading edge vortex footprint. At low angles of attack, the inboard dense streamlines
indicate the line of the flow reattachment location (point A in each streamwise cross-section
plane as shown in figure 1-13), which started near the apex and extended to the trailing edge,
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Figure 1-13: Schematic streamline patterns (a) reattachment and (b) no reattachment (Gur-
sul et al., 2007).
clearly showed the leading edge vortex footprint. At moderate and high angles of attack,
the streamlines began to swirl, and the wing had stalled. The low-speed region (white and
light grey dimensionless velocity magnitude contours) increases in size as angle of attack
increases.
Eulerian approaches have relatively low computation cost since they do not depend on the
history of a flow field. However, a widely accepted objective and precise Eulerian definition
of a vortex remains elusive (Huang, 2018; Green, 2009). Unsteadiness associated with axial
or vertical gusts makes it even harder for Eulerian approaches to detect coherent vortex
structures. One potential solution to this problem is a Lagrangian approach. Different
to Eulerian approaches, Lagrangian approaches are based on the fluid particle trajectories.
Lagrangian fields are calculated using historical information of flow structure, and can give
objective boundaries of vortices. However, Lagrangian approaches are more computationally
expensive.
Lagrangian coherence structure analysis (LCS) is one Lagrangian method that is based
on quantities calculated along fluid particle trajectories. Since more formally initiated by
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Figure 1-14: Magnitude of time-averaged velocity and streamlines on surface very close to
wing, from PIV data on a 𝛬 = 50∘ non-slender delta wing(Taylor and Gursul, 2004).
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Haller (2001), a number of Lagrangian coherence structure analysis approaches have been
proposed (Peacock et al., 2015), and LCS has been applied to studies of ocean flows (Haller
and Beron-Vera, 2013; Beron-Vera et al., 2013; Sebille et al., 2018), turbulent flows (Haller
and Yuan, 2000; Green et al., 2007), vortex detection/identification (Haller, 2005; Haller
et al., 2015), and flow separation (Haller, 2004; Kilic et al., 2005; Miron and Vétel, 2015),
etc.
The finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) is one of the most popular LCS analyses.
Although more sophisticated and rigorous Lagrangian approaches exist, FTLE remains an
insightful tool for investigating the organization of transport in complex flows (Allshouse
and Peacock, 2015). As a finite-time method, it has been used for both periodic (Kasten
et al., 2010; Rockwood et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018) and aperiodic (Peng and Dabiri,
2008; Mulleners and Raffel, 2010; Qin et al., 2017) flows.
FTLE is based on the evaluation of the Cauchy-Green tensor, which measures the de-
formation of an infinitesimally small fluid element (Rockwood, 2017) over a time interval of
interest. The flow map, which represents fluid particles’ initial and final spatial locations
over the time interval, is used to calculate the Cauchy-Green tensor. FTLE calculation gives
a scalar field, and ridges of high FTLE values attract more interest. They are defined as
candidate hyperbolic material lines, which reveal strong Lagrangian stretching in the flow
fields. They can indicate transport boundaries that separate the flow fields into regions with
distinct dynamic behavior. To select hyperbolic FTLE ridges and remove ridges that identify
shear, the normal rate of Lagrangian strain needs to be examined (Haller, 2002). This is one
of the main differences between FTLE and LCS, that FTLE does not entail extra steps to
exclude non-hyperbolic material lines.
FTLE can be calculated using a flow map from either a positive-time evolution or
a negative-time evolution. Using a positive-time integration means that the Lagrangian
stretching is measured based on spatial information at the current time 𝑡0 to a future time
𝑡1. We refer to this FTLE scalar field as pFTLE and quantifies the separation among nearby
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particles in the integrated time interval looking to the future, and ridges of the pFTLE scalar
field represent the locally strongest repelling material lines. Due to this characteristic, the
pFTLE ridges can indicate a stagnation point or a flow reattachment location. Krishna
et al. (2018) used pFTLE ridges to detect the flow reattachment and the leading edge vortex
binding phenomenon during a pitching cycle.
In contrast, negative-time nFTLE can be calculated by integrating the flow map back-
ward in a negative-time interval. The Lagrangian stretching is measured based on spatial
information at the current time 𝑡0 to an earlier time 𝑡0 − 𝑡1. Separation found in backward
time represents particle attraction in physical forward time. The nFTLE ridges therefore
represent the locally strongest attracting material lines, and they can be used to detect the
flow separation, the leading edge shear layer, and its feeding to the leading edge vortex.
Huang and Green (2015) used nFTLE ridges to visualize the leading edge shear layer and
vortex during a LEV shedding. Mulleners and Raffel (2013) used FTLE on experimental
two dimensional pitching airfoil data to detect the onset of flow separation. As shown in
figure 1-15, the small scale shear layer roll up structures and its convection to downstream
are captured by nFTLE ridges.
An intersection of pFTLE and nFTLE ridges can be defined as an FTLE saddle, and
the intersections of FTLE ridges and an object, such as the surface of a wing, are defined as
half-saddles. These saddles are critical points in the flow, whose locations contain beneficial
information about vortices (Rockwood, 2017). The combination of the FTLE ridges and
saddles can delineate vortex boundaries, and helps to give profound insights of vortex inter-
actions, shear layer feeding into vortex, vortex shedding, etc. Related works can be found
in Voth et al. (2002), Sadlo and Peikert (2007), Huang and Green (2015), Rockwood et al.
(2016), and Chen et al. (2016).
Adequate spatial and temporal resolutions of velocity fields are therefore required to
ensure the accuracy of the flow map and the Cauchy-Green tensor, and the velocity field
resolution has a significant influence on the convergence of the FTLE values (Allshouse and
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Figure 1-15: (a) Mixing layer roll up schematic and (b) shear layer visualized by nFTLE,
from experimental data (Mulleners and Raffel, 2013).
Peacock, 2015). Reduced spatial and temporal resolutions have been found to primarily
affect transient portions of the flow with strong spatial gradients (Olcay et al., 2010).
In spite of the requirement on fine velocity data resolutions, FTLE is insensitive to
short-term anomalies in the velocity field. It has been shown to be robust and relatively
insensitive to imperfect velocity field data, as long as the errors remain small in a particular
time-weighted norm (Haller, 2002). This is important when applying FTLE on experimental
data, and a reasonable amount of experimental error will not have a significant influence
on the location or the shape of relevant material lines. FTLE applications on experimental
data can be seen in Shadden et al. (2007), Mulleners and Raffel (2013), Gilpin et al. (2017),
Von Kameke et al. (2019), etc. Garth et al. (2007), Lipinski et al. (2008), Brunton and
Rowley (2010), and Huang and Green (2015) applied FTLE on computational data. Enough
timesteps and sufficient time resolution are necessary for FTLE integration to get detailed
FTLE scalar fields and sharp FTLE ridges. To follow particles trajectories, a bigger window
is preferred for experimental or computational datasets. Since many time-resolved experi-
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mental data are gathered from planar PIV, additional consideration of 2D FTLE capturing
3D flow structure is necessary, as discussed in Rockwood et al. (2019). With a proper setup,
FTLE can perform well for both finely resolved computational data and experimental data.
In terms of visualizing the FTLE ridges from the computed scalar field, it is found that
the threshold does not change the position or the shape of FTLE ridges, but only effects
the thickness of ridges. Hence FTLE can facilitate objective and insightful investigation of
vortex dynamics and the flow behavior in highly unsteady flows.
Another distinct advantage of this method is that it provides candidate objective (ma-
terial invariant) flow structures in the flow fields of interest. This requires that LCS results
are invariant under Euclidean coordinate changes of the form,
𝑦 = 𝑄(𝑡)𝑥+ 𝑝(𝑡), (1.2)
where 𝑄(𝑡) is a time-dependent proper orthogonal tensor, and 𝑝(𝑡) is a time-dependent
translation (Haller, 2015; CA and Noll, 2004). The objectivity ensures that the material
evolution is independent of the observer.
This can be more complicated when using Eulerian tools, since they are sensitive to the
velocity fields so that velocity anomalies have immediate non-ignorable impact on results.
Additionally, they are not objective/Galilean invariant, which makes it difficult to study
vortex dynamics in highly complex flow environments.
More details about the FTLE method and its implementation in this work will be given
in Section 2.4.
1.3.2 Objectives
The flow structure around a non-slender delta wing has significant 3D effects. The complex-
ity of the aerodynamic response around swept wings includes both the tip region’s three-
dimensionality and the spanwise motions through strong gradients of vorticity convection
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Figure 1-16: Spanwise convection schematic along a swept leading edge, from Wong and
Rival (2015).
and stretching (Wong and Rival, 2015). As shown in figure 1-16, the coupling of span-
wise velocity 𝑤 and spanwise vorticity gradient 𝜕𝜔𝑧/𝜕𝑧 results in vorticity convection in the
spanwise direction. The flow cannot be treated with a classical two dimensional strip theory
assumption, and the three dimensional flow field data is necessary for analysis. In this work,
three dimensional time-averaged data was first obtained by using flow reconstruction with
stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (sPIV).
As reviewed by Gursul et al. (2007), vortex breakdown does not prevent flow reattaching
on non-slender delta wings, instead, the flow reattachment is possible even if the breakdown
position reaches the apex. Combining the fact from Equation 1.1 that vortex lift becomes
a smaller contributor at lower sweep angle and no evidence correlates the onset of vortex
breakdown and lift drop, a conclusion can be inferred that the physics of flow reattach-
ment/separation are a critical factor in flow control strategies for non-slender delta wings.
To study flow with high unsteadiness, especially for non-slender delta wings at high angles
of attack, time-averaged data may not provide sufficient information, since temporal flow
evolution details would be averaged out. Thus, time-resolved data were collected for the
axial and vertical acceleration scenarios.
Studying the onset of separation/reattachment under various gusts is also important for
flow control in unsteady environments or maneuvers, such as a UAV taking off or landing in
unsteady environments. A forward gust in real flight situations is observed over a very large
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range of spatial scales, but recently it has been argued that a gust wavelength 𝜆 (further
explained in Chapter 2.2) ranging from 0.1𝑐 to 10𝑐, where 𝑐 is the characteristic length
scale of the wing, is more relevant when studying the unsteady aerodynamic response of
the system (Wong et al., 2013). It is reasonable to apply a Galilean transformation and
then treat an axial gust as an equivalent axially accelerated model motion in a steady flow.
An accelerating airfoil in a water tunnel and a stationary airfoil in a wind tunnel with
an accelerating freestream were tested and compared by Granlund et al. (2014). It was
shown that axial gust response can be studied through the acceleration of the test model.
Moreover, the experimental setup of moving a tested model with certain acceleration/velocity
has less complexity of producing an equivalent fluid motion. Hence, the flow around an axial
accelerated non-slender delta wing was investigated and presented in Chapter 4.
Similarly, a vertical acceleration experiment was done for the vertical gust simulating,
which corresponds to upward gusts in real flight situations. The validity of using plunging to
replicate the effects of a vertical gust on the wing was done by Leung et al. (2018). Relatively
good agreement was shown when tested reduced frequency (𝑘 = 𝜋𝑐/𝜆) was low.
This thesis investigates flow structure and behavior around a non-slender delta wing
planform under steady and unsteady conditions. Steady translation time-averaged force
measurement and stereoscopic PIV were conducted at both the Green Fluid Dynamics Lab
at Syracuse University and the OTTER Lab at Queen’s University, at moderate Reynolds
number and high Reynolds number respectively. Steady case results of the aerodynamic
performance and flow structures during the separation/stall progress are all used as a base-
line to compare unsteady translation experiments including axial and vertical accelerations.
Steady translation results are presented in Chapter 3, which includes important information
about flow structure around a non-slender delta wing at high angles of attack with high 𝑅𝑒,
which has not previously been widely studied.
Chapter 4 presents axial acceleration results, and vertical acceleration results are shown
in Chapter 5. The angles of attack chosen for unsteady translation wake measurements
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were near the steady stall angle found by the steady translation baseline result. The main
challenge for the unsteady translation investigations was how to implement the accelerations.
The solution, as mentioned before, was to accelerate the tested model in a tow tank. These
unsteady experiments were conducted in the OTTER Lab with 𝑅𝑒 up to 450,000. These
tested 𝑅𝑒 have realistic practical utilization, since typical 𝑅𝑒 for MAVs is 𝑅𝑒 = 104 − 105,
and for UCAVs is 𝑅𝑒 = 105 − 106 (Chen et al., 2010). Flight operations under such 𝑅𝑒 are
in the subsonic regime (𝑀𝑎 ≈ 0.1). All results and conclusions presented in this work are
not meant to be extended to transonic or supersonic flight regimes.
Due to limitations of the high-speed PIV equipment, acquisition of 3D3C time-resolved
data was not realistic. Instead, 2D2C time-resolved planar PIV was acquired at three span-
wise locations. Surface pressure measurements and force/moment measurements were also
conducted during the same range of model accelerations by the OTTER Lab. Hence, the
synchronization and comparison of these datasets to properly study the 3D flow evolution
and spanwise effects during the accelerations is another challenge. In the 2D2C experiments,
accelerations of the model were observed to induce more undesired noise in the datasets,
which introduced additional error in Eulerian analysis methods to detect coherent structures
in flows. Thus, FTLE analysis was also conducted on the time-resolved flow field data, and
was combined with surface pressure distribution to investigate significant 3D flow structure
evolution induced by the accelerations.
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Chapter 2
Analysis Tools and Experiment Setup
Three dimensional time-averaged stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (sPIV) and time-
averaged force measurements were conducted at both the Green Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
at the Syracuse Center of Excellence and the OTTER lab at Queen’s University. Time-
resolved planar PIV, surface pressure measurements, and force/torque measurements were
taken by Dr. David Rival’s group in the OTTER lab. The Eulerian 𝛤1 criterion and the
Lagrangian finite-time Lyapunov exponent were calculated from the experimentally-obtained
velocity fields. The 𝛤1 criterion reveals vortex center locations near or in the wake of the
delta wing. Those calculations used the time-averaged velocity fields. The time-resolved
evolution is investigated by applying the Lagrangian technique on the time-resolved planar
PIV data obtained from the OTTER lab. The Lagrangian technique requires calculating
particle trajectories, a process that itself requires the flow field history. This technique can
provide different flow structure information but it is more computationally expensive.
2.1 Green Fluid Dynamics Lab Experimental Apparatus
One set of experiments was conducted in a free-surface water tunnel with a rectangular test
section 0.6 m wide, 0.6 m deep, and 2.44 m long located at the Syracuse Center of Excellence.
The free stream velocity, 𝑈∞ = 0.20 m/s, was selected to achieve Reynolds numbers of 20,000
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of the test section and stereoscopic PIV setup in the Green Fluid
Dynamics Lab.
based on delta wing centerline chord length 𝑐. Two pco.edge 5.5 scientific CMOS cameras
with resolution of 2560 × 2160 pixels were mounted at both sides of the water tunnel. The
cameras were aligned in an angular displacement stereoscopic PIV arrangement to measure
all three velocity components. A New Wave Gemini 200-15 Nd-YAG pulsed laser was used
to illuminate the flow in a plane (see figure 2-1).
The tested delta wing was a flat triangular plate with chord 𝑐 = 10 cm, span 𝑏 = 20
cm, thickness 𝑡 = 0.1 cm and 45∘ sweep. The center of mass of the delta wing was attached
vertically to a six-axis force/torque transducer (ATI nano17 SI-12-0.12) in order to measure
coefficients of lift and drag. The estimated lift and drag have a magnitude on the order of
𝑂(10−1) N. The force measurement resolution in the three axes of the ATI nano17 SI-12-
0.12 is 1/320 N. The sensing range is ±12 N in its default 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis, and the sensing
range is ±17 N in its default 𝑧 axis. The transducer calibration was done by ATI Industrial
Automation at 22.2∘ ± 1.1∘C (72∘ ± 2∘F), and the maximum amount of error for each axis
are 1%, 1.25%, and 1% of their full-scale loads.
The force measurements of lift and drag were taken at attack angles from 10∘ to 30∘
in increments of 5∘. The data acquisition frequency was 10 kHz, and the forces were av-
eraged over 5 runs. The aerodynamic force measurements are presented in the standard
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(a) 45 ∘ swept delta wing. (b) Data planes.
Figure 2-2: Delta wing specifications and PIV data planes for the Green Fluid Dynamics
Lab apparatus.












here 𝐿 and 𝐷 are lift and drag respectively, 𝜌 is density of water, 𝑈∞ is free stream velocity
and 𝑆 is area of delta wing.
The PIV system was stationary, and the wing model (including transducer and angle
device, which is a round-shape lock used to change the angle of attack) was translated in
the streamwise direction using a DANTEC Dynamics one-dimensional traverse for accurate
placement within the data domain. Multiple individual PIV data planes were obtained, as
shown in the schematic of figure 2-2.
The stereoscopic PIV data was acquired at attack angles from 0∘ to 40∘ in increments of
5∘. The flow visualization was accomplished with 51 planes of three-component stereoscopic
PIV, acquired in the cross-stream plane with streamwise spacing of 3 mm. The collection
of PIV data and images processing in each plane were conducted with PIVTEC PIV VIEW
v3.6 software. The processing was carried out with a multi-grid algorithm with a final
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Figure 2-3: Local maximum 𝑢 component fluctuations at 𝛼 = 30∘.
interrogation window size of 48 × 48 pixels with 67% overlap in the horizontal and vertical
directions. All presented PIV data is the time-averaged result from a recording frequency
of 10 Hz with 100 instantaneous velocity fields acquired for each averaged dataset. The
RMS of freestream velocity was below 4% for any flow scenario tested. Preliminary analysis
was conducted in the streamwise midchord plane for all angles of attack to check that the
flow field was statistically stationary. Velocity components 𝑢, 𝑣, and 𝑤 were averaged over
five different time windows evenly distributed in the data recording temporal frame. These
averages are denoted as 𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑖, and 𝑤𝑖, where 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. If these values are all the same,
and the same as the full time average value, then the datasets are considered statistically
stable and whether the temporal average of each dataset can be considered representative
of the dynamics over the whole time history. In the tested planes, the absolute values
of the differences were calculated to measure fluctuations in the flow field. When 𝛼 ≤ 15∘,
fluctuations in all velocity components are less than 9%. For higher 𝛼, the largest fluctuation
appears in 𝑢 component as 21%. As expected, high fluctuations mainly locate in the shear
layer or near the wing surface while other regions present low fluctuations, even at a high
angle of attack, as shown in figure 2-3.
Linear data interpolation was done to double the resolution in the 𝑥 direction. Spatial
resolution in the 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions was approximately 1.5 mm × 1.6 mm × 1.6 mm, which
was fine enough to resolve the spatial gradients of the velocity field used to calculate the
vorticity field. All length components in the coordinate system are non-dimensioned by the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-4: OTTER lab apparatus (a) SLS printed nylon delta wing model with 45∘ sweep.
(b) Four differential pressure sensors are daisy-changed, referencing a single vacuum sensor,
allowing for direct measurement of the pressure gradient across taps (Marzanek and Rival,
2019).
midspan chord length 𝑐 and all velocity components are non-dimensioned by the free-stream
velocity 𝑈∞.
2.2 The OTTER Lab Experimental Apparatus
Experiments combining force measurements, surface pressure measurements, and PIV took
place in the towing tank facility in the OTTER lab at Queen’s University executed by the
research group of Dr. David Rival. The tested delta wing had a NACA0012 airfoil cross
section with chord 𝑐 = 30 cm, span 𝑏 = 60 cm and 45∘ sweep, and was SLS printed from
nylon plastic material. Pressure taps were located in the 𝑥 direction 0.2𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.8𝑐 with
0.2𝑐 gap and in the 𝑧 direction 0.1𝑐 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0.7𝑐 with 0.2𝑐 gap as shown in figure 2-4(a). An
ATI Nano 25 six-axis force sensor was mounted at the center chord as shown in figure 2-5(a).
Particle images were captured at 1500 Hz using a Photron SA4 camera with 1024 × 1024
pixel resolution. The field of view size was 40 cm × 30 cm. A 40 mJ/pulse Photonics laser
with a sheet thickness 1.5 mm was synchronized to the camera frame rate. The tank had a
square test section that was 1 m wide, 1 m deep and 15 m long. Both sPIV and planar PIV
were acquired for three-dimensional and two-dimensional data collection.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-5: OTTER lab experiments (a) Schematic of towing-tank portraying approximate
field of view, towing direction, and idealized gust motion profile. (b) Coordinate system
convention, and location of PIV measurement planes (Marzanek and Rival, 2019).
Three-dimensional reconstructions from sPIV was done for the time-averaged steady
translation experiments. The wing moved at 1 m/s with corresponding Reynolds number
at 300,000. For consistency, when it comes to the OTTER Lab data in following chapters,
“freestream” and “towing” direction and velocity will be used interchangeably. Ten exper-
imental runs were done to average the three component flow field velocity vectors. Three
dimensional flow field data at angles of attack 20∘ and 30∘ were obtained. The 3D recon-
struction was conducted with 1200 quasi cross-stream planes. Spatial resolution in the 𝑥,
𝑦 and 𝑧 directions was approximately 2.3 mm × 2.3 mm × 0.5 mm. Steady state forces
were averaged over five runs with a data acquisition rate of 1000 Hz and ten chords of travel
distance. Averaged steady translation force data was measured at attack angle 5∘, 10∘, 15∘,
20∘, 25∘, 30∘ and 35∘.
Time-resolved two-dimensional planar PIV and surface pressure measurements were taken
for the steady translation and acceleration translation experiments at three spanwise planes
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 as shown in figure 2-5(b). Same as in the sPIV experiments setup, the
tested attack angles were 20∘ and 30∘. The spatial resolution is 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm in the
𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, and the temporal resolution is 1500 Hz. Please refer to Marzanek and
Rival (2019) for more details.
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A simplified gust model (figure 2-6) was described by Wong et al. (2013), where the
simplified gust profile was defined based on the effects of a passing vortex with strength
𝛤 . The 𝑈𝜑 increases, and the angle between 𝑈𝜑 and the wing decreases when the vortex
approaches the leading edge. As a result, the effective velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑓𝑓 and the effective angle
of attack 𝛼𝑒𝑓𝑓 change with the horizontal distance between the passing vortex and the wing
leading edge. The characteristic time scale of the passing gust was defined as 𝑇 , which was
equivalent to twice the temporal length between the minimum and the maximum values of
the effective angle of attack. The gust wavelength 𝜆 of the passing vortex is defined as:
𝜆 = 𝑈∞𝑇. (2.2)
𝜆 represents the travel distance under the effect of the gust. As argued by Wong et al.
(2013), wavelengths that are too small (i.e. 𝜆/𝑐 ≪ 1) should have no net bearing on the
aerodynamic loads while larger wavelengths (i.e. 𝜆/𝑐 ≫ 1) simply change the mean flow
speed and angle to another quasi-steady state. The wavelengths/gust ranges should be
on the order of one chord to study the unsteady aerodynamic response. As mentioned in
Section 1.3.2, the axial gust investigation can be conducted as an axial accelerating model in
a steady flow, which requires less active components in the experiment setup (Wong et al.,
2013). Thus for the streamwise gust experiments, axial accelerations ramp from Reynolds
number 300,000 to 450,000 over the range 1 ≤ 𝑔* ≤ 6, where 𝑔* = 𝑠𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡/𝑐 is the distance over
which the acceleration takes place, normalized by the chord. Distance travelled is denoted
by 𝑠* = 𝑠/𝑐. Tested attack angles were 20∘ and 30∘. According to the steady translation
force measurements, they are the pre-stall attack angle and the post-stall attack angles,
respectively. Testing these sensitive attack angles will explore the effects of the acceleration
on the flow separation/reattachment around a non-slender delta wing. In this thesis, 𝑔* = 1
and 𝑔* = 2 at 20∘ and 30∘ axial accelerations results are presented.
The vertical acceleration translation experiment was also conducted in the OTTER Lab,
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Figure 2-6: Schematic of a simplified gust model, based on Wong et al. (2013).
(a) (b)
Figure 2-7: (a) Vertical acceleration 𝑣 component profile. (b) Effective angle of attack profile
including 2D planar PIV, surface pressure and force measurements. The 𝑢 component is
constant through the acceleration, and the 𝑣 component has the form:




where 𝑎 is a coefficient that determines the peak velocity of the 𝑣 component. Figure 2-7(a)
shows the 𝑣 as a sinusoid function of 𝑠*, and figure 2-7(b) presents the effective attack angle
𝛼𝑒𝑓𝑓 as a function of 𝑠*. Recall that 𝑠* is the dimensionless travel distance. ℎ* = 𝛥ℎ/𝑐 is the
dimensionless vertical displacement. When ℎ* = 0.5, 𝑎 equals to 0.1. All data presented in
this chapter are from 20∘ (pre-stall) and 30∘ (post-stall) with the stronger vertical acceleration
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(ℎ* = 0.5). Planar PIV data was collected from 𝑠* = 0 to 2.5. Note that all data presented
in this chapter is or derived from ensemble-averaged data over 20 runs.
2.3 Eulerian analysis tools
Velocity magnitude is defined as:
𝑈 =
√
𝑢2 + 𝑣2 + 𝑤2
𝑈∞
. (2.4)





where 𝑐 is chord length.







We also apply the 𝛤1 criterion (Graftieaux et al., 2001) to identify the vortex center
in time-averaged three dimensional flow field data at low 𝑅𝑒. The demonstration of 𝛤1














where 𝑆 is a two dimensional region centered on point P, 𝑁 is the number of points in
this region 𝑆. Point 𝑀 lies in 𝑆 and 𝑛 is the unit normal vector to the current plane. 𝜃𝑀
represents the angle between the velocity vector U𝑀 and the radius vector PM. sin 𝜃𝑀 is
calculated on each point in the selected region, and the local 𝛤1 is the summation of sin 𝜃𝑀
divided by the number of points 𝑁 . The vortex center is determined by the maximum of
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Figure 2-8: Demonstration of 𝛤1 function calculation, based on Huang and Green (2015).
𝛤1, which typically ranges from 0.9 to 1.0 near the vortex center. The 𝛤1 criterion is easy to
implement and efficient.
These Eulerian tools have been applied on both low/high 𝑅𝑒 steady translation data
and high 𝑅𝑒 unsteady translation data to describe the flow structure around a non-slender
delta wing. Compared with the Eulerian tools, Lagrangian analysis has more advantages in
capturing unsteady vortex phenomena. Moreover, it is an objective method with robustness
against imperfect experimental time-resolved unsteady data. For this, a Lagrangian analysis
was used for the unsteady translation data.
2.4 Lagrangian analysis tools
Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) is based on the flow map, a vector operator that maps
fluid particles from an initial locations x0 at time 𝑡0 to their final locations at time 𝑡1. It is
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defined as,
𝜑(x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 ), 𝑇 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡1]. (2.8)
Its calculation requires a time series of full velocity fields through which to integrate the
trajectories that determine the flow map vector value at each point in time.
An example of the flow map is given in figure 2-9 where its 𝑥 and 𝑦 components in a
spanwise plane are shown. The flow field data is from the OTTER lab (further described in
Chapter 4), where the NACA0012 airfoil non-slender delta wing undergoes an axial acceler-
ation of 𝑔* = 1 at 𝛼 = 30∘. The selected plane is located 0.3 𝑐 from the wing midspan, and
the cross-section of the non-slender delta wing is shown as the airfoil-shaped black region.
The initialization time 𝑡0 is chosen so that the whole wing stays in the domain over the whole
integration time. The integration time 𝑡1 is chosen to be 0.1334 seconds to ensure that the
integration interval length is suitable for the FTLE calculation (the FTLE time integration
length determination will be discussed in more Chapter 3.2). At the initial time 𝑡0 (figure 2-
9(a) and figure 2-9(c)), values of the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components linearly increase along the 𝑥 and
𝑦 directions, since it is initially a uniform grid. Figure 2-9(b) and figure 2-9(d) present the
new 𝑥 and 𝑦 positions at 𝑡1 on the initial grid to visualize the flow field deformation due to
the flow structure evolution. The sharp gradients in figure 2-9(b) and 2-9(d) indicate regions
where particles have relatively strong differences in displacements along 𝑥 and 𝑦. Apparently,
the flow exhibits a more obvious evolution in the 𝑥 direction, since gradients are sharper in
figure 2-9(b) than in figure 2-9(d).
To quantitatively describe the behavior distinction of nearby fluid particles, we calculate
the deformation gradient 𝜕𝜑(x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 )/𝜕x0, yielding the spatial derivatives of the flow map
with respect to the initial location x0. Neither the flow map nor its deformation gradient is
objective (Haller, 2015), however. The next step is to calculate the Lagrangian stretching
measured by the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, which is defined as (CA and Noll, 2004),
𝐶(x0, 𝑡0) =
[︂
𝜕𝜑(x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 )
𝜕x0
]︂𝑇[︂





(a) 𝑥-component at 𝑡0. (b) 𝑥-component at 𝑡1.
(c) 𝑦-component at 𝑡0. (d) 𝑦-component at 𝑡1.
Figure 2-9: Evolution of the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the flow map in time interval [𝑡0, 𝑡1], for
the 𝛬 = 45∘ NACA0012 airfoil non-slender delta wing under axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘.
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The Cauchy-Green tensor gives an objective quantification of the deformation of an infinites-
imally small fluid element (Rockwood, 2017). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 𝐶(x0, 𝑡0)
satisfy
𝐶(x0, 𝑡0)𝜉𝑖 = 𝜆𝑖𝜉𝑖, |𝜉𝑖| = 1, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛; 0 < 𝜆1 ≤ · · · ≤ 𝜆𝑖, 𝜉𝑖 ⊥ 𝜉𝑗, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗, (2.10)
where 𝑛 = 2 and 𝑛 = 3 for two-dimensional and three-dimensional flows respectively. In this
dissertation, 𝑛 = 2 since FTLE is applied on the two-dimensional time-resolved flow field
data. The maximum eigenvalue of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor represents a measure
of the maximum Lagrangian stretching around a certain point, which is referred to as the
coefficient of expansion,
𝜎𝑇 (x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 ) = 𝜆2(𝐶(x0, 𝑡0)). (2.11)
One may notice that the coefficient of expansion 𝜎𝑇 is a scalar and loses directional infor-
mation.
As one method of Lagrangian coherent structure (LCS) analysis initiated by Haller
(2001), the finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) is derived from the coefficient of ex-
pansion 𝜎𝑇 (x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 ),
FTLE𝑇 (x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 ) =
1
2𝑇
log 𝜎𝑇 (x0, 𝑡0, 𝑇 ). (2.12)
It is a scalar quantity calculated at each point x0 in space that measures maximum separation
rate among neighboring particle trajectories initialized near that point. The relatively high
levels of Lagrangian stretching among neighboring particle trajectories can be indicated by
locally maximizing ridges of the FTLE scalar field. A common way to visualize the FTLE
ridges is to select contours with relatively high FTLE values using a proper thresholding,
and typical applications can be found in Krishna et al. (2018), Liu et al. (2018), Kumar
et al. (2018), and etc. The FTLE ridges are nearly material lines that advect with the local
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flow velocity, and with finite, but small, flux across them (Shadden et al., 2005; Green et al.,
2011; Rockwood, 2017). For this reason, the FTLE ridges can divide the flow domain into
regions with distinct flow behaviors.
Calculating the FTLE using a forward-time integration initialized at time 𝑡0 gives the
positive FTLE (pFTLE) scalar field at 𝑡0, while the negative FTLE (nFTLE) scalar field
at 𝑡0 can be obtained by calculating the FTLE using particle trajectories initialized at 𝑡0
and integrating in a negative time interval. nFTLE and pFTLE examples are represented as
contour plots in figure 2-10. They are derived from the same dataset used to create figure 2-
9. One may notice that with the same temporal integration length, pFTLE ridges are not
as sharp as nFTLE ridges. This may be because that as fluid particles move downstream
beyond the data domain, then they can not further separate as they would in and around
an evolving coherent structure since they are kept on the boundary. Recall that all FTLE
calculations in this dissertation are based on the time-resolved ensemble-averaged datasets
from the OTTER lab, which record a moving wing crossing a fixed data window. As a result,
data downstream to the wing may not be sufficient for the pFTLE integration. This is not
as much of an issue with nFTLE, because there is not much coherent structure expected
upstream of the wing.
Equation 2.12 defines FTLE as a measure of the maximum rate of separation among
particles that were initially separated by a finitely small distance, and the FTLE ridges
present relatively high levels of Lagrangian stretching among nearby particle trajectories,
hence, particles on either side of a pFTLE ridge will diverge in the positive time direction
since the local FTLE value is high. As a result, a pFTLE ridge behaves as a candidate
repelling material line. An nFTLE ridge, which indicates strong separation in the negative
time direction, logically shows strong attraction in forward time during that previous time
period. Thus a nFTLE ridge behaves as a candidate attracting material line.
Figure 2-11 shows nFTLE ridges superimposed with fluid particles initialized at 𝑡0. Three
nFTLE scalar fields are calculated at 𝑡0, 𝑡0+𝛥𝑡/2 (𝛥𝑡 denotes the temporal length of [𝑡0, 𝑡1]),
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(a) pFTLE scalar field. (b) nFTLE scalar field.
Figure 2-10: FTLE scalar field around the 𝛬 = 45∘ NACA0012 airfoil non-slender delta wing
under axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘.
and 𝑡1, using the same dataset that used by figure 2-9. At 𝑡0 +𝛥𝑡/2, the initially uniformly
spaced particles present the flow deformation and the attracting effect of the nFTLE ridge.
Downstream of the whip-like nFTLE ridge, the initially uniformly spaced particles show
a tendency to approach the wing surface. Although the former two nFTLE scalar fields
were not computed over the same time segment as those fluid particles, they still behave
consistently with each other. And at the interval end 𝑡1, downstream particles are either
collected on the wing surface or attracted to the whip-like nFTLE ridge. This example shows
that the Lagrangian attraction is revealed by the nFTLE ridges.
One outstanding advantage of FTLE is its insensitivity to imperfect data. As the founda-
tion of FTLE, the flow map itself is sensitive to data defects. Any infinitesimal perturbations
will push fluid particles to deviate from their original trajectories. Especially when encoun-
tered with repelling material lines, the true trajectory and deviated trajectory will generally
both separate exponentially. However, Haller (2002) pointed out that particles trajectory
errors will spread along attracting/repelling material lines, and errors transverse to attract-
ing/repelling material lines remain small. This means that the errors are unlikely to change
where the ridges are identified. Even large velocity errors will not influence the robustness
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(a) 𝑡0. (b) 𝑡0+𝛥𝑡/2.
(c) 𝑡1.
Figure 2-11: Fluid particle displacement around the 𝛬 = 45∘ NACA0012 airfoil non-slender
delta wing under axial accelerating at 𝛼 = 30∘ in [𝑡0, 𝑡1]. Particles are initialized at 𝑡0 and
superimposed with nFTLE ridges computed at 𝑡0, 𝑡0 +𝛥𝑡/2, and 𝑡1, respectively.
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of FTLE as long as those errors are small in a special time-weighted norm (Haller, 2002).
This is critical for experimental data analysis, since short-term anomalies in experimental
velocity data are common, especially in unsteady translation experiments. In spite of being
insensitive to velocity errors, FTLE calculation can suffer severe negative effects due to poor
spatial or temporal resolution (Olcay et al., 2010).
Another nice characteristic of FTLE is that past a certain minimal flow map integration
length, changing the threshold value or the integration time length will not change the
distribution of the FTLE scalar field, but only alter the thickness of FTLE ridges (Rockwood
et al., 2016, 2018). This ensures the objectivity when identifying the size and the shape of
coherent structures, such as vortices.
As pointed out by Haller (2015), FTLE is a heuristic approach to LCS detection, since it
ignores the direction of largest stretching at the point x0. The local separatrices represented
by the FTLE ridges can be a result of normally hyperbolic repulsion, Lagrangian shear,
or tangential stretching. Thus, these FTLE ridges are candidate repelling and attracting
material lines in the flow field. To select hyperbolic FTLE ridges, one can examine the
normal rate of Lagrangian strain 𝑆⊥ along the ridges (Haller, 2002), which is defined as,
𝑆⊥(x0, 𝑡0) =< 𝑛(x0, 𝑡0) · 𝑆𝑛(x0, 𝑡0) > . (2.13)
Here 𝑛(x0, 𝑡0) is a normal unit vector to the selected FTLE ridges, 𝑆(x0, 𝑡0) is the local rate
of strain tensor, and < · > is the inner product operator. Without applying criterion 2.13,
the local maximizing curves of Lyapunov exponent (FTLE ridges) may also be indicators of
high shear (Haller, 2002).
In this work, the emphasis is on flow separation/reattachment due to the gusts. Thus,
to detect significant shear layers (leading edge shear layers, or shear layers that connect
coherent structures and the wing surface), criterion 2.13 is not applied through this study.
Figure 2-12 is a combination of the nFTLE scalar field, vorticity, and velocity vectors
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Figure 2-12: Identification of vortex boundary around the 𝛬 = 45∘ NACA0012 airfoil non-
slender delta wing under axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘. nFTLE ridges (red contour lines) are
superimposed with velocity vectors (blue arrows) and spanwise vorticity (grey contours).
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(figure 2-10(b) zoomed in). Velocity vectors are represented as blue arrows, vorticity is
represented as a white-grey-black contour, and nFTLE ridge is visualized as red thin contour
lines. A whip-like nFTLE ridge lies on along moderately high magnitude vorticity band,
which indicates that in this case the nFTLE is detecting high shear. On the right side of
figure 2-12, a vortex-like structure is captured by the circling velocity vectors, high magnitude
vorticity, and a rolled nFTLE ridge. Such methodology is applied in the current study to
investigate the leading edge shear layer and the leading edge vortex response to different




The flow structure around non-slender delta wings at relatively large attack angles has high
unsteadiness. The phrase “steady translation” here means the relative speed of the tested
delta wings and freestream is constant. The steady translation results include detailed flow
structure, aerodynamic forces, and suction side surface pressure for non-slender delta wings
at a constant speed cruise with different angles of attack, both pre- and post-stall. The
results serve as a baseline to the unsteady translation experiments, which have axial and
vertical accelerations. These results are compared to reveal any significant changes induced
by the accelerations.
The steady translation experiments were conducted both in the Green Fluid Dynamics
Lab at Syracuse University and in the OTTER Lab at Queen’s University. Data details and
resources are shown in table 3.1.
Data Temporal type Delta wing type 𝑅𝑒 Section
Force (SU) Time-averaged Flat plate 20,000 3.1.1
Force (QU) Time-averaged Flat plate, NACA0012 300,000 3.1.1
3D sPIV (SU) Time-averaged Flat plate 20,000 3.1.2−3.1.4
3D sPIV (QU) Time-averaged NACA0012 300,000 3.1.5
2D planar PIV (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 3.2
Surface pressure (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 3.2
Table 3.1: Steady translation experimental data collection.
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(a) Coefficient of lift. (b) Coefficient of drag.
Figure 3-1: Coefficients of lift and drag for the three tested wings.
In Section 3.1.1, static aerodynamic forces measured at low and high 𝑅𝑒 are compared,
and sensitive pre- and post-stall attack angles are confirmed for the further unsteady trans-
lation investigation. Sections 3.1.2 to 3.1.4 show 3D time-averaged flow structure at low 𝑅𝑒,
and present the flow structure pattern variation from low to high angles of attack, where the
flow structure gradually deviates from the “conical” pattern seen at lower angles of attack.
Similar 3D time-averaged data collected at high 𝑅𝑒 in the OTTER Lab are studied and
compared in Section 3.1.5. In Section 3.2, time-resolved surface pressure data, and 2D time-
resolved planar flow visualization data at two sensitive attack angles are presented. FTLE
analysis is combined with surface pressure distribution to give insight for flow separation
around the tested non-slender delta wing at sensitive attack angles.
3.1 Time-averaged data
3.1.1 Force Measurement
The steady translation coefficients of lift and drag are shown in figure 3-1. It includes the
force measurements on the flat plate delta wing at 𝑅𝑒 = 20, 000 conducted in the Green Fluid
Dynamics Lab, and the force measurements on the flat plate delta wing and the NACA0012
airfoil delta wing at 𝑅𝑒 = 300, 000 conducted in the OTTER Lab. The coefficient of lift
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increases as angle of attack increases when the angle of attack is relatively small for all three
cases. For the flat plate delta wing at low Reynolds number, 𝐶𝐿 reaches its maximum at an
attack angle of 20∘. Further increasing the attack angle, 𝐶𝐿 decreases slightly. Coefficient
of lift of the flat plate delta wing at high Reynolds number and the NACA0012 airfoil delta
wing at high Reynolds number display a similar pattern compared with the case of the flat
plate delta wing at low Reynolds number, but the former reaches its peak at 25∘ with 𝐶𝐿
approximately being 0.9, while the latter peaks between 20∘ and 25∘ and 𝐶𝐿 is around 0.8,
with static stall occurring at this angle of attack. Polhamus’ lift theory (equation 1.1) is
plotted as the black dash line. It is clear that Polhamus’ lift theory is not valid for 45∘ swept
non-slender delta wings, since the actual 𝐶𝐿 for all three tested non-slender delta wings
is always much lower than equation 1.1 predicted when 𝛼 > 10∘, as shown in figure 3-1.
Furthermore, equation 1.1 cannot predict the static stall around 𝛼 = 25∘ for the tested 45∘
swept non-slender delta wings.
As expected, coefficient of drag increases with the angle of attack for all three cases.
For angles of attack less than 20∘, 𝐶𝐷 shows high agreement between the flat plate delta
wing at low Reynolds number and the flat plate delta wing at high Reynolds number. At
higher angles of attack, 𝐶𝐷 for the flat plate delta wing at high Reynolds number continues
to increase almost linearly, while at low Reynolds number, the 𝐶𝐷 slope decreases. For the
NACA0012 airfoil delta wing, 𝐶𝐷 has a smaller magnitude at each attack angle compared
to the flat plate at the same high Reynolds number case.
One may notice the relatively good agreement between the flat plate delta wing at low
Reynolds number and the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing at high Reynolds number, while
there exists a more obvious difference between flat plate delta wing at low Reynolds number
and at high Reynolds number or between the flat plate and the airfoil wing, both at high
Reynolds number. Using a cross-sectional shape with a sharp leading edge at low 𝑅𝑒 appears
to potentially induce similar flow phenomena and similar lift and drag behavior to that of
airfoils at high 𝑅𝑒. These force measurements show that aerodynamic forces of low-sweep
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delta wings are sensitive to Reynolds number and that stall happens around an attack angle
of 20∘ for 45∘ swept delta wings. These measurements imply two sensitive attack angles for
further study of the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing, which are 20∘ (pre-stall) and 30∘ (post-
stall). These two attack angles are further studied with axial and vertical accelerations
applied to the delta wing and those results are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1.2 Flow field characterization at low angles of attack
Sections 3.1.2 to 3.1.4 present the 3D flow fields over the flat plate delta wing at 𝑅𝑒 = 20, 000
taken in the Green Fluid Dynamics Lab. For attack angles in the range of 0∘ to 15∘, flow
visualization results show that the structure over the wing includes a pair of counter-rotating
coherent structures, as seen in figure 3-2. In this figure, 3D streamlines are initiated uniformly
along the leading edge of the flat plate delta wing, and evolved through these time-averaged
velocity fields.
At 𝛼 = 0∘ (figure 3-2(a)), streamlines are parallel and tightly adhered to the wing surface,
with no noticeable flow structure. At 𝛼 = 5∘ (figure 3-2(b)), protruding structures can be
seen. Though these protruding structures are not large in scale, their shapes indicate the
beginning of the separation of the shear layer. Conical streamline structures representing
the pair of spanwise counter-rotating vortices are more clearly observed at 𝛼 = 10∘ and
15∘ (figure 3-2(c), figure 3-2(d)). At these two attack angles, the conical streamlines form
spiral shapes that persist downstream of the trailing edge. Here, the rolled-up vortex sheet
structures form from the apex of the wing, which agrees with the classical model of flow over
a sharp leading edge delta wing, as was shown in Gursul et al. (2007).
Figure 3-3 shows 2D streamlines on a plane parallel and very close to the wing surface.
Dimensionless 3D velocity magnitude is visualized as the filled contour from blue to yel-
low. As can be expected at 𝛼 = 0∘, 2D streamlines are almost parallel to the chordwise
direction, and the velocity magnitude has a uniform distribution (figure 3-3(a)). At 𝛼=5∘
(figure 3-3(b)), 2D streamlines only show slight spanwise displacement, which indicates that
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(a) 𝛼=0∘. (b) 𝛼=5∘.
(c) 𝛼=10∘. (d) 𝛼=15∘.
Figure 3-2: 3D streamlines initialized at the leading edge at low angles of attack (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=0∘. (b) 𝛼=5∘.
(c) 𝛼=10∘. (d) 𝛼=15∘.
Figure 3-3: Surface streamlines initialized at the leading edge superimposed with velocity
magnitude at low angles of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈
20, 000).
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the spanwise flow is not strong at very low angles of attack. At higher angles of attack
(figure 3-3(c), figure 3-3(d)), one can clearly see the gathering of streamlines, indicating the
footprint of the leading edge vortex. Velocity deficit regions (blue) expand near the half
chord of the wing due to the vortex breakdown. The dramatic velocity deficit expansion is
also shown in figure 3-4.
To obtain further flow structure details, individual cross-stream planes of axial velocity
and axial vorticity over the flat plate delta wing at low Reynolds number are shown in
figures 3-4 and 3-5. These planes are located at 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 for each angle of
attack. Here 𝑐* = 𝑐 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼), which represents the projection of the chord on the streamwise
direction. Note that all cross-stream planes are viewed as though looking downstream from
upstream of the wing. All planes in figure 3-4 are vertical in the lab frame and show contours
of streamwise velocity, normalized by the freestream, at the three streamwise locations.
Vortex centers found by the 𝛤1 criterion are indicated by black dots when applicable. The
wing’s apex is at plane 𝑥/𝑐 = 0 and the wing’s midspan centerline lies along the plane
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.
No vortex center is found when 𝛼 = 0∘, but areas with relatively higher streamwise
velocity (darker red) can be observed on both sides of the wing. At 5∘, vortex centers are
close to the wing surface and symmetric about the midspan. When approaching the trailing
edge, the distance between the vortex centers and the centerline grow. Also, vortex centers
move further away from the wing surface in the downstream planes. When 𝛼 = 10∘ and
𝛼 = 15∘, the flow structure has a similar pattern but with observable flow deficit regions
beneath the vortex centers. These flow deficit regions have much larger area downstream,
and as a result we observe the axial velocity having a wake-like profile. This further indicates
the onset of vortex breakdown upstream. Ol and Gharib (2003) observed similar flow deficit
structure on a 50∘ sweep angle non-slender delta wing at 𝛼 = 10∘. Compared to slender
delta wings, non-slender delta wings experience vortex breakdown at lower angles of attack.
From the time-averaged flow field results, the conical shape seems to persist even after the
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(a) 𝛼=0∘. (b) 𝛼=5∘.
(c) 𝛼=10∘. (d) 𝛼=15∘.
Figure 3-4: Streamwise velocity at low angles of attack in three cross-stream planes (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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onset of vortex breakdown.
Dimensionless streamwise, or axial, vorticity contours are shown in figure 3-5. The posi-
tive vorticity on the left half of the wing (when viewed from upstream) points downstream
while the negative primary vorticity on the right (when viewed from upstream) points up-
stream. These are consistent with the sense of vorticity that would be generated in a common
leading edge shear layer over the swept angles. Similar to streamwise velocity and 3D stream-
lines results, no noticeable structure can be found when 𝛼 = 0∘. When 𝛼 = 5∘ and 𝛼 = 10∘,
axial vorticity has high magnitude in shear layers and vortex cores. However when 𝛼 = 15∘,
in the 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.9 plane the strong axial vorticity in the vortex cores region starts to dissipate.
Dimensionless vorticity magnitude contours in multiple streamwise planes are shown in
figure 3-6. At 𝛼 = 0∘ (figure 3-6(a)), the vorticity magnitude is low and no noticeable flow
structure can be found. At 𝛼 = 5∘ (figure 3-6(b)), relatively high vorticity magnitude con-
tours exhibit conical shapes along leading edges of the non-slender delta wing. When 𝛼 = 10∘
and 15∘ (figure 3-6(c) and 3-6(d)), conical shapes with high vorticity magnitude are more
clearly observed. The shear layer near the leading edge contains a high vorticity magnitude.
The vortex core also exhibits a high vorticity magnitude upstream of the midchord. Fur-
ther downstream, the strong vorticity magnitude disappears in the vortex core area, which
indicates the onset of vortex breakdown near the midchord. The vorticity magnitude across
the wing given by figure 3-6 presents conical shapes when 𝛼 = 5∘ to 15∘, which is consistent
with the structure exhibited by 3D streamlines in figure 3-2. As a supplement to the 3D
streamlines, figure 3-6 also shows the decay of vorticity magnitude in the vortex core when
𝛼 = 15∘.
Combining all above results, a conclusion can be drawn that at low angles of attack,
the flow behavior around a non-slender delta wing is consistent with the classical flat plate
delta wing model (see figure 1-3(a)). The leading edge vortex pair initiates at the apex and
extends to the trailing edge. And a leading edge vortex is formed by the curved shear layer
separated from the leading edge. A “conical” pattern can be clearly observed when 𝛼 = 5∘
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(a) 𝛼=0∘. (b) 𝛼=5∘.
(c) 𝛼=10∘. (d) 𝛼=15∘.
Figure 3-5: Streamwise vorticity at low angles of attack in three cross-stream planes (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=0∘. (b) 𝛼=5∘.
(c) 𝛼=10∘. (d) 𝛼=15∘.
Figure 3-6: Vorticity magnitude at low angles of attack threshold to only display contours
where |𝜔| > 3 (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
to 15∘, where the leading edge vortex structure has a conical shape and it is close to the
wing suction side, indicated by the vorticity magnitude contours in figure 3-6 and reattached
streamlines in figure 3-2.
3.1.3 Flow field characterization at moderate angles of attack
In this section, flow visualization results of 20∘ and 25∘ attack angles are presented. When
the attack angle increases to 20∘, the time-averaged flow structure does not maintain the
exactly same patterns that were presented in Section 3.1.2. Instead, the pair of conical
shaped protruding flow structures expand in sizes and approach the midspan.
At these moderate angles of attack (figure 3-7), 3D streamlines are trapped in recircula-
tion zones near the wing, which is consistent with an expansion of the low-speed zone and
the occurrence of reverse flow near the suction side surface (figure 3-9). Compared to lower
attack angles cases, in which the flow evolves “conically” (Ol, 2001), the flow structure devi-
ates further from the “conical” pattern at higher angles of attack, since the 3D streamlines
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(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=25∘.
Figure 3-7: 3D streamlines initialized at the leading edge at moderate angles of attack (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
do not have a clear conical shape, especially at 𝛼 = 25∘.
This is further confirmed by the surface streamlines shown in figure 3-8. The 2D stream-
lines behave as a “swirling” pattern at 𝛼 = 20∘ and 25∘. Streamlines initiating near the
apex extend to the trailing edge, while the remaining streamlines form circular shapes on
both sides of the wing centerline. This is due to the reverse flow close to the wing surface.
Compared to figure 3-3, the velocity magnitude contour shows an expansion of low-speed
regions, as this the blue region covers almost the entire wing surface.
Axial velocity in cross-stream planes at moderate attack angles are shown in figure 3-9.
Vortex centers have a similar pattern to their behavior at low attack angles, in that they move
further away from the wing surface and from the midspan in the downstream planes. As the
angle of attack increases, vortex centers approach the centerline but also move away from
the suction side surface, which is also similar to the low angles of attack case (Chapter 3.1.2).
At these larger 𝛼, in the upstream plane (𝑥/𝑐* = 0.3), 𝛤1 is not able to determine vortex
centers accurately, due to a lack of circular vortex structure upstream and at those angles.
At 20∘, the low-speed regions expand downstream, and 𝑥-direction reverse velocity (blue
in figure 3-9) can be observed beneath the vortex centers. As 𝛼 increases, the low-speed
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(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=25∘.
Figure 3-8: Surface streamlines initialized at the leading edge superimposed with velocity
magnitude at moderate angles of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing,
𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=25∘.
Figure 3-9: Streamwise velocity at moderate angles of attack in three cross-stream planes
(Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=25∘.
Figure 3-10: Streamwise vorticity at moderate angles of attack in three cross-stream planes
(Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
area increases, and the reverse flow regions appear. This is consistent with the “swirling”
streamlines and the severe velocity deficit near the wing surface shown in figure 3-8. The
expansion of low-speed regions results in a high pressure on the suction side, and further
leads to the lift decreasing for 𝛼 > 20∘. At 25∘, the low-speed regions (white) and the reverse
flow regions (blue) begin to expand dramatically, and the former merge at the centerline of
the wing. This does not occur at low 𝛼, where low-speed regions (light blue in figure 3-4)
on the suction side are isolated on either side of the wing. At moderate angles of attack, the
axial velocity exhibits a low magnitude even in the 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.3 plane, which indicates that
the vortex breakdown onsets immediately downstream of the wing apex.
Streamwise vorticity contours are shown in figure 3-10. At 𝛼 = 20∘, axial vorticity has
a relatively high magnitude in vortex cores and shear layers. The regions with relatively
strong vorticity expand, compared to the case of lower attack angles. At 𝛼 = 25∘, vorticity
begins to lose magnitude, and it only appears in the shear layer and part of the vortex cores.
There exist counter-rotating bands of vorticity on the outside of the shear layer that meet
near the centerline, but no clear coherent vorticity peak can be detected in the primary core
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(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=25∘.
Figure 3-11: Vorticity magnitude at moderate angles of attack threshold to only display
contours where |𝜔| > 3 (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
Figure 3-12: Vortex core distance and angle schematic.
area using 𝛤1. These counter-rotating bands at the edge of the separated flow region are due
to accelerated flow around the leading edge, which exhibits an almost jet-like profile between
those bands.
Figure 3-11 shows dimensionless vorticity magnitude in multiple streamwise planes. At
moderate angles of attack, relatively high vorticity contours form a flat shape, and these
flattened structures meet at the midspan. Different to figure 3-6, the strong vorticity magni-
tude only appears on the leading edge shear layer even close to the wing apex. The absence
of high vorticity magnitude in the vortex core reflects a weakened leading edge vortical flow
at a moderate angle of attack. Combining with the 3D streamlines (figure 3-7), it is clear to
see the deviation from the “conical” pattern.
One may notice that those vortex centers detected by using 𝛤1 evenly increase distances to
the wing surface and between themselves. To study this more closely, we identify descriptive
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(a) Horizontal distance between vortex core and centerline of the wing.
(b) Vertical distance between vortex core and the surface of the wing.
Figure 3-13: 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 variation with angle of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate
delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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Figure 3-14: 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 variation with angle of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate
delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
parameters as shown in the schematic 3-12. 𝑆1 is used to represent the dimensionless average
distance from the two vortex centers in the same chordwise plane to the midspan, and 𝑆2
represents the average distance between vortex centers and the wing surface. Meanwhile, 𝜑1
represents the angle between the vortex filament’s projection on the wing and the centerline
of the wing, 𝜑2 represents the angle between the vortex filament and the wing surface. They
are calculated from the slopes of linear curve fits of 𝑆1 and 𝑆2, which will show that the
vortex filaments are straight.
Figures 3-13(a) and 3-13(b) show 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 identified in cross-stream planes from 𝑥/𝑐* =
0.2 to 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.9 at four angles of attack from 0∘ to 25∘. Note that the 𝑥 axis is denoted as
𝑋/𝑐, where 𝑋 is the chordwise distance to the wing apex as shown in figure 3-12. Both 𝑆1
and 𝑆2 increase linearly with distance downstream, except curved 𝑆1 at 20∘. Linear curve
fits (curve fit equations are in the legends of figure 3-13(a) and 3-13(b)) to 𝑆1 initiate close
to the coordinate origin, except in the 20∘ and 25∘ cases. In other words, this verifies the
classic delta wing model that vortex filaments onset at the apex of the wing, at least at low
angles of attack. In figure 3-13(b), the 𝑆2 for low angles of attack (5∘ to 15∘) slightly deviate
from the apex at their origin, which may be due to the inaccuracy close to the wing surface.
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For the moderate attack angles (20∘ and 25∘), relatively large deviation of the origin from
the apex is more clearly reflecting actual flow physics, that at a moderate angle of attack,
the vortex filament may not initiate from the wing apex, but somewhere above of it.
Despite some expected inaccuracy in the constants of the curve fits, their slopes do exhibit
a pattern as the angle of attack increases: the slope of 𝑆1 decreases from 0.61 to 0.39 (with
a slightly rebound to 0.44 at 𝛼 = 25∘), while the slope of 𝑆2 increases from 0.03 to 0.12. The
angles 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 are calculated based on these slopes and shown in figure 3-14. Note that
constant terms in 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 curve fits are ignored. Among low angles of attack, the vortex
filaments increase the angle to the wing surface and decrease the angle between themselves
as the angle of attack increases.
To distinguish from low angles of attack cases, 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 from moderate attack angles
are plotted as dash lines. In general, the leading edge vortex pair filaments lift off the wing
surface and approach each other at higher angles of attack. 𝜑1 decreases and 𝜑2 increases
as 𝛼 increases, which means that the vortex filaments are more aligned with the streamwise
velocity at a higher attack angle. But 𝜑2 is still small even at a moderate 𝛼, which indicates
a relatively strong interaction between the leading edge vortex and the wing surface at
moderate attack angles. On the other hand, the decreasing of 𝜑1 may induce a destructive
interaction of the axial vorticity of the counter rotating leading edge vortex pair, as seen
in figure 3-5 and figure 3-10 that the leading edge vortex pair has a lower axial vorticity
magnitude when approaching the midspan.
Figure 3-15 shows the flow structure in terms of 2D streamlines in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0 plane
superimposed on velocity magnitude. The flow is fully attached on the center line when
𝛼 = 15∘ (figure 3-15(a)), exhibited by the attached streamlines and no regions of decelerated
flow. This would be consistent with a pair of counter rotating vortices outboard on both
sides of the wing at low angles of attack seen in the 3D streamlines in figure 3-2. At moderate
angles of attack, however, the flow structure does not strictly behave as the classical delta
wing model. Instead, the flow is not tightly attached to the wing centerline at 20∘ (figure 3-
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(a) 𝛼=15∘. (b) 𝛼=20∘.
(c) 𝛼=25∘. (d) 𝛼=30∘.
Figure 3-15: 2D streamlines initialized near the leading edge superimposed on velocity mag-
nitude in 𝑥/𝑐 = 0 plane for moderate angles of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate
delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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15(b)) and 25∘ (figure 3-15(c)), marked by the blue area of velocity deficit. Along with the
fact that the leading edge vortex filament has a larger 𝜑2 (figure 3-14), the flow structure at
20∘ and 25∘ exhibits a transient stage between an attached leading edge vortex pair at low
attack angels and full separation at higher attack angles.
Figure 3-15(d) shows the flow fully separated at the higher angle of attack (𝛼=30∘). A
recirculation can be seen close to the trailing edge. It is necessary to point out that, at such
high angles of attack, the high unsteadiness cannot be ignored. Thus, since time-averaged
data are presented here, Section 3.1.4 and Section 3.1.5 can not exactly reflect the flow
evolution since some effects may be averaged out. The time-averaged data can give a brief
idea of the flow behavior at high angles of attack, and time-resolved results in a subset of
the domain are presented in Section 3.2.
3.1.4 Flow field characterization at high angles of attack
In this section, flow visualization results for steady translation at attack angles from 30∘ to
40∘ are presented. According to the lift coefficient (figure 3-1), the attack angle being equal
to or larger than 30∘ can be considered as a post-stall stage. 3D streamlines (figure 3-16)
initiating from the leading edge present a fully separated flow structure, and no longer form
a conical shape. Instead, they separate from the leading edge and travel back to and beyond
the trailing edge. At these higher angles of attack, the two branches of the 3D streamlines
gradually merge together. Especially at 40∘, the concave structure of the 3D streamlines
beyond the wing centerline can be hardly seen. Figure 3-17 shows that the 2D streamlines
have a disordered appearance, and the velocity deficit region (blue) almost fills the whole
surface of the wing. At higher attack angles, the 2D streamlines no longer have a “swirling”
pattern, which can be observed in the moderate attack angle stage (figure 3-8).
Figure 3-18 shows the axial velocity in cross-stream planes at these post-stall angles of
attack. The low-speed regions (light blue) continue to expand and totally merge together at
the centerline of the wing. However, the magnitude of reverse flow velocity decreases when
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(a) 𝛼=30∘. (b) 𝛼=35∘.
(c) 𝛼=40∘.
Figure 3-16: 3D streamlines initialized at the leading edge at high angles of attack (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=30∘. (b) 𝛼=35∘.
(c) 𝛼=40∘.
Figure 3-17: Surface streamlines initialized at the leading edge superimposed with velocity
magnitude at high angles of attack (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈
20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=30∘. (b) 𝛼=35∘.
(c) 𝛼=40∘.
Figure 3-18: Streamwise velocity at high angles of attack in three cross-stream planes (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=15∘. (b) 𝛼=20∘.
(c) 𝛼=25∘. (d) 𝛼=30∘.
Figure 3-19: RMS for the three components of velocity in the 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.5 plane (Green Fluid
Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
𝛼 > 30∘. Moreover, at 𝛼 = 40∘ the reverse flow is not evenly distributed on both sides of
the wing, which may due to the high unsteadiness of the flow at such high attack angle (also
resulting in the disordered 2D streamlines in figure 3-17). The flow deviates further from
the “conical” pattern and lacks any coherent circular vortex structure, hence 𝛤1 usually does
not locate vortex centers at any chordwise plane at the post-stall stage. As a result, data
similar to that shown in figure 3-13 cannot be determined. Similar to the moderate attack
angle stage, the axial velocity deficit appears in the 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.3 plane, which indicates that
the vortex breakdown onsets close to the wing apex.
The root mean square of the instantaneous 𝑢, 𝑣, and 𝑤 data at 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.5 is shown in
figure 3-19. As pointed out by Ol (2001), the RMS is an indication of the flow unsteadiness.
When 𝛼=15∘, the temporal fluctuation level is relatively low, hence the flow is considered
steady at that attack angle. At 20∘, the higher RMS regions expand, which indicates higher
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unsteadiness in the shear layer emanating from the leading edge and near the wing surface.
At higher angle of attack, the RMS decreases near the wing surface and the high unsteadiness
is mainly in the shear layer, as shown in figure 3-19(c) and figure 3-19(d). In general, the
flow is relatively steady at a low angle of attack, while unsteadiness is limited to in the
leading edge shear layer. From low to high angles of attack, RMS is high in the leading edge
shear layer due to the shear layer instability (e.g. instantaneous vortex structures show in
Gordnier and Visbal (2003)). For these reasons the time-averaged flow visualization results
at higher attack angles should be interpreted carefully.
The axial vorticity contours in cross-stream planes are shown in figure 3-20. Regions
with high vorticity magnitude mainly appear in the leading edge shear layers, which have a
similar pattern compared with the moderate attack angle stage shown in figure 3-10. The
contours show that the leading edge shear layers extend further away from the wing surface
at higher attack angles. The light contour colors show a reduced vorticity magnitude at the
post-stall stage.
Dimensionless vorticity magnitude contours in multiple streamwise planes are shown in
figure 3-21. Similar to the moderate angles of attack stage (figure 3-11), vorticity contours
meet at the midspan, with a strong vorticity magnitude on the leading edge shear layer,
but no vorticity peak in the vortex core. As shown by 3D streamlines (figure 3-7 and 3-16)
and vorticity magnitude contours (figure 3-11 and 3-21), the flow structure gradually loses
characteristics of the “conical” pattern at a moderate or high angle of attack. The strong
vorticity magnitude only appearing in the shear layer indicates the leading edge separation
and the absence of a strong vortical flow. 3D streamlines and vorticity contours meeting at
the midspan indicates no reattachment onset inboard at a moderate or high angle of attack.
In brief, at low angles of attack the time-averaged flow field around the tested non-slender
delta wing has a “conical” pattern, where the leading edge vortex pair forms a clear and
large-scale 3D coherent structure with a conical shape attaching to the wing surface. Vortex
filaments of the leading edge vortex pair, found using 𝛤1 in each cross-stream plane, onset
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(a) 𝛼=30∘. (b) 𝛼=35∘.
(c) 𝛼=40∘.
Figure 3-20: Streamwise vorticity at high angles of attack in three cross-stream planes (Green
Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=30∘. (b) 𝛼=35∘.
(c) 𝛼=40∘.
Figure 3-21: Vorticity magnitude at high angles of attack threshold to only display contours
where |𝜔| > 3 (Green Fluid Dynamics Lab flat plate delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 20, 000).
at or near the apex of the wing. At increased angle of attack, vortex filaments have a larger
angle (𝜑2) to the wing surface but a smaller angle (𝜑1) between themselves. A larger 𝜑2
means the leading edge vortex pair displaces further away the wing surface. Figures 3-10
and 3-20 show the reduced vorticity magnitude in the vortex core regions at higher angles
of attack. Hence, the conical shape structure departs the surface and is not dominant in 3D
flow field structures at higher angle of attack. Thus, at the moderate attack angle stage, the
flow structure deviates further from the “conical” pattern. While at the high attack angle
stage, the flow is fully stalled and no sign of the “conical” pattern is observed.
3.1.5 Flow field comparison
In this section, streamwise velocity, streamwise vorticity, and 3D streamlines initiated form
the leading edge of the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing with high 𝑅𝑒 are presented, and they
are compared with the results of the flat plate delta wing with low 𝑅𝑒 at the same attack
angles.
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The 3D streamlines around the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing with high 𝑅𝑒 are shown in
figure 3-22. Note that dash-line rectangles represent the spanwise borders of this experimen-
tal dataset. At 𝛼 = 20∘ (figure 3-22(a)), a pair of spanwise counter-rotating vortices can be
clearly observed. Different from the corresponding flat plate at low 𝑅𝑒 case (figure 3-7(a)),
the apex of the conical structures is not at the apex of the delta wing in these two cases,
and instead they appear near 𝑧/𝑐 = ±0.3. Inboard, streamlines appear attached to the wing
surface. The 3D streamlines potentially indicate that for round leading edge delta wings,
the vortex sheet structures may not initiate at the apex of delta wings. This may be due
to the fact that the rounded leading edge does not ensure that the flow separation onsets
right at the leading edge (such as an Eppler 387 airfoil separates near one third chord when
𝛼 = 4∘, shown by Lipinski et al. (2008)), which differs from a sharp leading edge of the flat
plate delta wing (figure 3-2 and 3-7).
Figure 3-22(b) shows the 3D streamlines at 30∘. Similar to the flow field around the flat
plate delta wing at the same attack angle (figure 3-16(a)), streamlines separate from the
leading edge and do not clearly reattach for both wings. The 3D streamlines present some
conical swirling, but it is not clearly formed compared with 20∘ (figure 3-7(a)).
Streamwise velocity contours from the high 𝑅𝑒 OTTER Lab experiments are shown in
figure 3-23. Recall that due to the limitation of the sPIV window size in these high 𝑅𝑒 cases,
only the center half of the wing is visualized. In addition, grey areas at the bottom of figures
represent a part of the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing. Despite these limitations, similar flow
characteristics are apparent in the flow fields around the airfoil delta wing at high 𝑅𝑒 and
the flat plate at low 𝑅𝑒. One is that the low-speed/reverse-flow zones expand and approach
the delta wing’s centerline with increasing attack angle. Upstream axial velocity deficit and
reverse flow indicate the onset of vortex breakdown is close to the wing apex. Another is the
dramatic deceleration of the flow on the suction side of airfoil delta wing, seen as the blue
contour regions at 𝛼 = 30∘, that are larger than at 𝛼 = 20∘.
For the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing at high Reynolds number, the double shear layer
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(a) AoA=20∘. (b) AoA=30∘.
Figure 3-22: 3D streamlines initialized at leading edge. Boxed outlined by red dashed lines
indicate spanwise extent of the experimental data domain (OTTER Lab NACA 0012 airfoil
delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000).
(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=30∘.
Figure 3-23: Streamwise velocity in three cross-stream planes (OTTER NACA 0012 airfoil
delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000).
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(a) 𝛼=20∘. (b) 𝛼=30∘.
Figure 3-24: Streamwise vorticity in three cross-stream planes (OTTER Lab NACA 0012
airfoil delta wing, 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000).
structure can not be clearly observed in planes for both cases (figure 3-24), although there
is some indication in the 𝑥/𝑐* = 0.6 plane when 𝛼 = 20∘. The shear layers also do not roll
up into coherent vorticity peaks at higher angle of attack, but do meet at the centerline
(figure 3-24(b)). In general, the vorticity contours around the NACA0012 airfoil delta wing
at high 𝑅𝑒 show larger regions of higher streamwise vorticity in the separated flow region,
but are less coherent than the flow structure of the flat plate wing at low 𝑅𝑒 (figure 3-10(a),
figure 3-20(a)).
Comparison of the force measurement and sPIV data between the two wings shows some
agreement, but also some non-negligible differences. Lift on the flat plate delta wing at low
𝑅𝑒 decreases when attack angle is larger than 20∘, while for the NACA0012 airfoil delta
wing at high 𝑅𝑒 it decreases around 25∘. Flow around the flat plate delta wing has obvious
spanwise accelerated layers near the sharp leading edge, which causes the relatively large
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velocity gradient that leads to counter-rotating vorticity layer bands. Similar accelerated
layers were observed on a 53∘ flat plate non-slender delta wing at 𝛼 = 14∘ by Rein et al.
(2020). They also mentioned that the flow asymmetry on both sides of the wing may be
caused by the different positions of the vortex breakdown of the two wing halves. Flow
around the airfoil delta wing, however, does not clearly show the same structure. These
differences are mainly located near the leading edge while the interior flow structures exhibit
more similarity. Both wings’ visualization shows the tendency of deviating from the “conical”
flow structure when increasing to a very high angle of attack.
3.2 Time-resolved data
In this section, time-resolved ensemble-averaged flow visualization results of steady transla-
tion are presented. As described in Section 2.2, the steady translation time-resolved data
from the OTTER Lab is 2C at three spanwise locations from 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 to 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5. A
pre-stall attack angle (𝛼 = 20∘) and a post-stall attack angle (𝛼 = 30∘) were tested. Ve-
locity magnitude, spanwise vorticity, and nFTLE ridges superimposed with surface pressure
distribution of tested attack angles are presented in figure 3-25. Figure 3-26 serves as a
supplement to present the same variables from the view of trailing edge. These two figures
together show flow attachment in the inboard planes when 𝛼 = 20∘, and fully flow separation
in all three spanwise planes when 𝛼 = 30∘.
Figure 3-25(a) shows contour slices of velocity deficit in the wake of the steadily trans-
lating wing at 𝛼 = 20∘. Contrary to the classical convention, red/orange are used for lower
values to highlight the velocity deficit in the wake. Three planes are located at 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1, 0.3
and 0.5 respectively. It shows that at this attack angle the flow is separated at the furthest
outboard plane (large region of orange/red contour), while still attached near the centerline
of the wing. This is consistent with the time-averaged 3D streamlines around the NACA0012






Figure 3-25: Quantities computed from time-resolved PIV in three spanwise planes on the
OTTER NACA0012 airfoil wing with 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000 at 𝛼 = 20∘ (left) and 𝛼 = 30∘ (right).
(first row) Velocity magnitude normalized by the freestream, (second row) dimensionless
spanwise vorticity, (third row) nFTLE ridges (red curves) superimposed with surface pres-
sure, (forth row) nFTLE ridges (red curves) and pFTLE ridges (blue curves).
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between 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.0 and 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3. Figure 3-25(b) shows velocity deficit at 30∘. Large low-
speed regions (red/orange contour) are presented in all three spanwise planes, indicating that
the flow is fully separated across the span. Consistently, the time-averaged 3D streamlines
at 30∘ (figure 3-22(b)) depart the wing surface and do not reattach downstream.
Figure 3-25(c) shows dimensionless spanwise vorticity distribution at 20∘. In the 𝑧/𝑐 =
0.1 plane, a high magnitude negative vorticity region (purple) is attached to the wing surface.
In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane, negative vorticity feeds into a separated leading edge shear layer. A
similar vorticity distribution can be found in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane. The leading edge shear
layers in the two outboard planes do not form large scale rolled up structures, because the
leading edge vortex pair is not a purely spanwise 3D structure. The lack of the other two
vorticity components (𝜔*𝑥, 𝜔*𝑦) complicates the 3D flow structure reconstruction in chordwise
and streamwise directions. Figure 3-25(d) presents the dimensionless spanwise vorticity
distribution at 30∘. The leading edge shear layer separates from the wing surface in all three
planes.
Corresponding FTLE results with a flow map time integration of 0.1334 seconds are
shown in figure 3-25(e) and figure 3-25(f). In theory, a longer FTLE integration time and
more integration steps would yield a more distinctive FTLE field and sharper FTLE ridges.
But that would require longer PIV data temporal length and more computation time. In
practice we take a proper number of integration steps if the FTLE field remains unchanged
compared to FTLE field with greater integration time step. Integration time can also not
be too long, as in practice particle trajectories may leave the finite flow field with overlong
integration time length. Those particles which already traveled to the boundary and left
the domain are kept sticked to the boundary. Furthermore, to avoid fluid particles traveling
through the wing during the FTLE integration, the wing was treated as a solid-body in the
calculation, so that particles initiated inside the wing were given by a uniform velocity, and
particles were not allowed to cross the wing boundary. The time integration in the current
work was done using 200 integration time steps, and temporal convergence of the flow map
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and FTLE calculation using this time step were established. Red lines and blue lines are
negative (attracting) FTLE ridges and positive (repelling) FTLE ridges respectively, and
they are isolated in the 3D domain by thresholding 60% of the maximum value of the whole
FTLE scalar field in each data plane. In this case, nFTLE ridges can be used to detect
the separation profile, which can be thought of as a material line that attracts and ejects
particles near the separation point (Miron et al., 2015). The surface pressure coefficient is
shown as a flooded contour on the wing, under the nFTLE ridges.
When the wing is steadily translated with an angle of attack of 20∘ (figure 3-25(e)),
the nFTLE ridges do not enclose a coherent area, which implies the absence of a coherent
leading edge vortex in the spanwise direction. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, the nFTLE ridges
adhere to the suction side surface. Further outboard, in the plane 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3, the nFTLE
ridges partially depart from the wing surface from the leading edge, and reattach near the
mid local chord. This is consistent with the small velocity deficit region shown in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane in figure 3-25(a) and we infer this a separation bubble. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5
plane, they clearly depart from the surface indicating that the flow is fully separated at
this location. Consistently, the pressure coefficient distribution shows stronger suction at
the inboard leading edge, which is observed in the relatively strong magnitude of negative
pressure coefficient (cyan) tending toward a relatively weaker magnitude of negative pressure
coefficient outboard/downstream (dark blue). Figure 3-25(g) presents nFTLE and pFTLE
ridges together. Those pFTLE ridges located upstream of the wing indicate the Lagrangian
separation of the incoming flow. This is because that the incoming flow is divided by the wing.
Short pFTLE ridges can be seen on the leading edge shear layer, and they are intersected with
nFTLE ridges. These intersected FTLE ridges hint small-scale coherent rolled-up structures
exist in the shear layer.
When the wing is steadily translated with a 30∘ angle of attack (figure 3-25(f)), the nF-
TLE ridges at all three planes depart from the suction side surface, which means that the
flow is detached across the span. Additionally, small scale roll-up structures in the shear layer
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observed in the nFTLE ridges can be observed in all planes. Corresponding static surface
pressure exhibits a uniform and relatively weak magnitude (dark blue) distribution. The
pressure distribution is consistent with the loss in lift, since weaker magnitude of negative
pressure coefficient means weaker aerodynamic force in the vertical direction upwards. Fig-
ure 3-25(h) shows pFTLE and nFTLE ridges at 30∘. pFTLE ridges appear upstream of the
wing, and relatively short pFTLE ridges are tangled with nFTLE ridges on the shear layer,
which is similar to 𝛼 = 20∘ (figure 3-25(g)). In this study, pFTLE ridges do not provide
further interesting information when combined with vorticity or surface pressure. Hence,
the following results in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, mainly nFTLE ridges are presented and
discussed.
As a supplement, figure 3-26 provides a downstream orientation to give a better field of
view of the trailing edge. At 𝛼 = 20∘, the wake in the two inboard planes has moderate
velocity magnitudes, marked as green contours in figure 3-26(a). In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the
velocity has a low magnitude (red/orange). Figure 3-26(c) shows the dimensionless spanwise
vorticity. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, the purple contour has a slender shape. While in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 and 0.5 planes, red contours indicate that strong positive vorticity was generated
at the trailing edge. The nFTLE ridges (figure 3-26(e)) downstream the trailing edge are
relatively straight in the two inboard planes. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the nFTLE ridge
bends to the freestream direction. The relatively weak downwash flow in the wake makes
the nFTLE ridge be more aligned with the freestream in the outboard plane.
Figure 3-26(b) shows the velocity magnitude at 𝛼 = 30∘. Large velocity deficit regions
(red/orange) exist across the wing. Strong velocity gradients also are presented between the
wake and the freestream beneath the trailing edge (green). As a result, the trailing edge
shear layer in all three planes is represented by the strong positive spanwise vorticity contours
in figure 3-26(d). Trailing edge nFTLE ridges in figure 3-26(f) bend to the freestream. At
both angles of attack, nFTLE ridges at the trailing edge do not form a coherent rolled-up





Figure 3-26: Quantities computed from time-resolved PIV in three spanwise planes on the
OTTER NACA0012 airfoil wing with 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000 at 𝛼 = 20∘ (left) and 𝛼 = 30∘ (right).
(first row) Velocity magnitude normalized by the freestream, (second row) dimensionless
spanwise vorticity, (third row) nFTLE ridges (red curves) superimposed with surface pres-
sure.
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that the flow still has a moderate or high velocity at the trailing edge, and it is not fully
separated at that location. On the contrary, if velocity deficit exists at the trailing edge,
vortical flow induced by strong local velocity gradient will be generated and detected by
curved nFTLE ridges.
In the following Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we will see that the trailing edge figures
cannot provide much beneficial information during accelerations, due to the limited field of
view downstream of the trailing edge. Interesting structures of velocity/vorticity/FTLE may
be further downstream of the field of view. Moreover, fluid particles initiated near the trailing
edge/data boundary do not have enough space to travel during the FTLE integration, which
results in a lack of sharp ridges in the local FTLE scalar field. However, to at least give
readers a sense of the flow structure close to the trailing edge, such downstream figures are
still necessary.
An example of FTLE analysis for a two-dimensional wing at high angle of attack was
given by Mulleners and Raffel (2013), where nFTLE ridges departed from the leading edge
after stall. nFTLE ridges also revealed small scale rolled-up structures in the shear layer
when the flow was fully stalled around the two-dimensional wing. Moreover, different from
the 20∘ case, velocity deficit, spanwise vorticity, and nFTLE ridges at 30∘ do not present
apparent spanwise differences. Intuitively, for non-slender delta wings, the flow structure
deviates further from the “conical” pattern at higher angles of attack but becomes more
similar to the flow around a two-dimensional wing at high angles of attack.
The nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution provide details of flow structure at
pre-stall and post-stall angles of attack. Separation dominates across the span for the 30∘ case
and outboard for the 20∘ case. The comparison between the time-resolved data and time-
averaged data in Section 3.1.5 is consistent at 20∘, and the more dramatic flow separation at
30∘ is revealed by nFTLE using time-resolved data. Since time averaging may ignore some
temporal effects in the flow structure, the strong separation shown by nFTLE, time-resolved
velocity deficit, and time-resolved spanwise vorticity should have more agreement with the
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real flow structure. As a result, it is clear to see that visualization of the flow around both
wings shows the tendency of a “conical” flow structure turning into an analogous fully stalled
two-dimensional wing’s flow structure when increasing to a very high angle of attack. But
we must admit the limitation of using 2D FTLE to study a 3D flow structure. As shown by
Rockwood et al. (2019), the out-of-plane flow can result in the misidentification of the 2D
FTLE. Since the leading edge vortex is not parallel to the span, its characteristics may not
fully presented by 2D FTLE in spanwise planes. The surface pressure served as a supplement
to the third dimension. The 2D FTLE agrees with the surface pressure well in Section 3.2
and Section 4.2, which validates the usage of 2D FTLE in this specific case.
In the next two chapters, nFTLE ridges and surface pressure in reaction to axial or
vertical accelerations will be presented and compared with the steady translation result.





In Chapter 3, the flow structure at low angles of attack to high angles of attack during
constant wing translation was shown both for low 𝑅𝑒 and high 𝑅𝑒 cases. According to
3D streamlines and multiple spanwise slices of the FTLE scalar fields, the “conical” flow
structure was barely seen when the angle of attack was larger than 20∘. Instead, it was
replaced with fully separated streamlines or FTLE ridges shedding from the leading edge.
In this chapter, axial (streamwise) acceleration is introduced into the wing towing motion
to mimic an axial gust scenario. Table 4.1 shows details of the axial acceleration datasets
collected in the OTTER lab. Note that all data presented in this chapter are from 20∘ and
30∘, since those were considered near-stall sensitive angles. All data are ensemble averaged
over 20 runs (Marzanek and Rival, 2019).
In Section 4.1, aerodynamic forces, 2D velocity fields, spanwise vorticity contours, and
nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution are used to present the flow reattachment,
and spatial and temporal changes in the local surface pressure distribution induced by axial
Data Temporal type Delta wing type Initial 𝑅𝑒 Section
Force (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 4.1−4.2
2D planar PIV (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 4.1−4.4
Surface pressure (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 4.1−4.2
Table 4.1: Axial acceleration experimental data collection.
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accelerations. In Section 4.2, specific investigations are conducted to show the process of flow
reattachment in the inboard area, the resulting distribution of local surface pressure, and
its potential influence on the pitching moment fluctuation. Section 4.3 investigates nFTLE
ridge patterns in the outboard area, where a leading edge vortex was formed due to the axial
accelerations. Section 4.4 studies the circulation evolution during the axial accelerations and
its indication of spanwise effects. Finally in Section 4.5, summary and speculation is given
of the flow structure evolution under axial accelerations near the static stall angle of attack.
4.1 Flow topology during axial acceleration
Coefficients of lift, drag and pitching moment during an axial acceleration as a function of 𝑠*
are shown in figure 4-1. Recall that 𝑠* = 𝑠/𝑐, which is the dimensionless wing travel distance.
The acceleration, or gust, strength is represented by 𝑔* = 𝑠𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡/𝑐, which is the dimensionless
wing travel distance during the gust. Lower 𝑔* accelerations are stronger. Note that to
be consistent with Marzanek and Rival (2019), 𝐶𝐿, 𝐶𝐷, and 𝐶𝑚 are non-dimensionalized
using the initial towing velocity 𝑈∞ = 1 m/s. In all aerodynamic force plots, corresponding
steady coefficients at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000 are presented as dotted black lines. At the larger
final velocity, dimensional force would increase, which will result in increased coefficient
magnitudes because the normalization still uses the lower initial velocity. Expected steady
coefficients at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 450, 000 are calculated by increasing the steady coefficients by a factor
of 2.25, which is the square of the final towing velocity (1.5 m/s) over the initial towing
velocity (1 m/s). Expected final steady coefficients are presented as dotted red lines. Also,
velocity and vorticity fields are normalized by the initial towing speed.
At 𝛼 = 20∘, the coefficient of lift almost linearly increases with 𝑠* during the gust onset
period (0 ≤ 𝑠* ≤ 1 for 𝑔* = 1, and 0 ≤ 𝑠* ≤ 2 for 𝑔* = 2). In the post-gust period 𝐶𝐿
reaches a steady-state, which is slightly higher than the expected steady value. At 𝛼 = 30∘,
𝐶𝐿 converges to a steady-state once the weaker axial acceleration (𝑔* = 2) ends. With the
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stronger axial acceleration (𝑔* = 1), however, 𝐶𝐿 ramps up again a small magnitude during
the post-gust period. For 𝛼 = 20∘ and 30∘, 𝑔* = 1, 𝐶𝐷 overshoots at 𝑠* = 0.5 then slightly
reduces to the steady-state post-gust magnitude. While for 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 2, 𝐶𝐷 converges
to the new value without overshoot. In all cases, 𝐶𝑚 becomes increasingly negative as 𝑠*
increases during the gust onset period. For the stronger acceleration 𝑔* = 1, the 𝐶𝑚 decreases
quickly at 𝛼 = 20∘ and 𝛼 = 30∘ during 𝑠* = 0 to 𝑠* = 0.4, after which 𝐶𝑚 slope decreases and
converges to a steady-state. One may notice that all aerodynamic coefficients for 𝛼 = 30∘
are much higher than the expected values. Eventually, they will gradually converge to the
dotted red lines, as shown with more detailed force results with longer temporal history for
1 ≤ 𝑠* ≤ 12 presented in Marzanek and Rival (2019). This indicates that the unsteady
effects induced by the axial acceleration have a longer duration at 𝛼 = 30∘.
The instantaneous velocity fields in figure 4-2 show the flow field evolution during the
accelerated axial gust motion as the wing travels from 𝑠* = 0.00 to 𝑠* = 1.10 at 𝛼 = 20∘,
𝑔* = 1. The flow stays attached in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane and the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane throughout
the acceleration. With this stronger acceleration (𝑔* = 1), the small velocity deficit region
near the leading edge observed in the baseline steady translation (figure 3-25(a)) is not
present in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane, and the flow in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane exhibits a reduced wake
size compared to the steady translation. The corresponding dimensionless spanwise vorticity
𝜔*𝑧 sequence is the second column. At 𝑠* = 0.6, the leading edge shear layer rolls up into
a large scale coherent structure in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane. Then the high concentration of
negative vorticity dissipates after the acceleration ends at 𝑠* = 1.
The third column in figure 4-2 shows the nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution
during the acceleration of 𝑔* = 1 at 𝛼 = 20∘. The flow map integration time step is 200,
which is 0.1334 seconds. In the cases where 𝑔* = 1, this integration time is approximately
60% of the gust time. Similar to the FTLE setup for the steady translation, particles tending
to leave the domain were kept stuck to the boundary, and the wing was treated as a solid-
body in the integration. For 𝑔* = 2, this integration time is slightly greater than 30% of
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(a) 𝛼 = 20∘, Lift coefficient (b) 𝛼 = 30∘, Lift coefficient
(c) 𝛼 = 20∘, Drag coefficient (d) 𝛼 = 30∘, Drag coefficient
(e) 𝛼 = 20∘, Pitching moment coefficient (f) 𝛼 = 30∘, Pitching moment coefficient
Figure 4-1: Coefficient of lift, drag and pitching moment under both axial accelerations, for
𝛼 = 20∘ (left column) and 𝛼 = 30∘ (right column), steady values are indicated with dashed
lines.
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the gust time. The same calculation parameters were used for the 𝛼 = 30∘ case, which
will be discussed in figure 4-6 and figure 4-8. Compared to the 𝛼 = 20∘ steady translation
(figure 3-25(b)), the nFTLE ridges adhere to the wing surface instead of partially departing
the surface in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane. Through the accelerated motion from 𝑠* = 0 to 𝑠* = 1.0,
the flow in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane and the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane appears to remain attached during
the accelerated motion since the nFTLE ridges tightly adhere to the surface. The flow in
the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 planes remains attached even after the gust at 𝑠* = 1.10. The
effect of the gust persists in this plane after the acceleration ends.
In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, unlike the full separation in the steady translation (figure 3-25(e)),
a large scale coherent dynamic stall vortex structure appears and moves further downstream
during 𝑠* = 0.6 to 𝑠* = 1.1. This is apparent in the red nFTLE ridges that curve back
toward the wing surface, outlining the downstream boundary of the coherent vortex. The
nFTLE ridges form a circular shape at 𝑠* = 0.6 and begin to lose this shape when the axial
gust ends, which is consistent with the vorticity dissipation observed since 𝑠* = 1.0.
The surface pressure distribution shows a temporary pressure rise (dark blue) at the
leading edge when 𝑠* = 0.2. This relatively high pressure region moves to the trailing edge
through the acceleration. A low pressure region (light cyan) follows the temporary pressure
rise, and the resulting strong leading edge suction is formed since 𝑠* = 0.6.
Figure 4-3 shows the trailing edge view at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 1. The first column is the
dimensionless velocity magnitude. In the two inboard planes, The flow has a strong mag-
nitude (blue) near the trailing edge. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, however, a large-scale wake
exhibited by green contours appears at the trailing edge. When 𝑠* = 0.8, a velocity deficit
region, presented by a slender red/orange contour, extends from the trailing edge to further
downstream. This deficit, even though its corresponding slender red/orange contour is not
obvious after 𝑠* = 0.8, is clearly captured by nFTLE ridges.
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane,
the trailing edge shear layer is indicated by the strong positive spanwise vorticity contours.
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Figure 4-2: Response to axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 1. (left) Velocity magnitude nor-
malized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure,
and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Figure 4-3: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 1. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Since 𝑠* = 1, the trailing edge shear layer begins to roll up around an half chord downstream
the wing. This reveals the generation of a coherent trailing edge vortex. Yet the limitation
of window size prevents us from a clear view. In the two inboard planes, the trailing edge
shear layer is presented by straight negative spanwise vorticity contours with a relatively
weak magnitude, which is similar to the flow in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane at 20∘ during the steady
translation (figure 3-26(c)).
The third column shows the nFTLE ridges superimposed with the surface pressure dis-
tribution. Similar to the steady translation at 20∘ (figure 3-26(e)), in the two inboard planes,
nFTLE ridges downstream the trailing edge are straight. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, one trailing
edge nFTLE ridge bends around a half chord downstream of the wing, which is consistent
with the rolled-up shear layer at the same location. Another trailing edge nFTLE ridge has
a curved shape and rises up from the trailing edge. It is the result of a strong local attraction
due to the velocity deficit region in the wake, which is observed in the first column. The
bifurcation of trailing edge nFTLE ridges is observed with 𝑔* = 2 or 𝛼 = 30∘ as well.
With the weaker acceleration (figure 4-4), the flow in 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 0.3 planes is tightly
adhered to the wing surface through the gust, similar to the 𝑔* = 1 case (figure 4-2). The
flow in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane does not present significant change in wake topology from that of
a steady translation. The area of velocity deficit is large and the shear layer departs from the
surface, which is similar to the steady translation at the same angle of attack (figure 3-25(a)).
Dimensionless spanwise vorticity is shown in the second column in figure 4-4. Similar
to the 𝑔* = 1 case, regions with a high concentration of negative vorticity are on the wing
surface in the two inboard planes. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the leading edge shear layer
departs from the wing surface. Since 𝑠* = 0.6, a circular area of negative spanwise vorticity
can be seen. Compared with the stronger acceleration, the high concentration of negative
vorticity in the leading edge vortex core has a lower magnitude, which is indicated by lighter
purple contours in the vortex core. This coherent structure is fed by the leading edge shear
layer and maintains itself through 𝑠* = 0.6 to 1.1, because the weaker axial acceleration does
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Figure 4-4: Response to axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 2. (left) Velocity magnitude nor-
malized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure,
and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Figure 4-5: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 2. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
not end until 𝑠* = 2.0 (recall that the acceleration ends at 𝑠* = 1.0 for the strong gust case,
and ends at 𝑠* = 2.0 for the weak gust case).
The third column in figure 4-4 shows the nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution
during the weaker acceleration. In the two inboard planes 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3, the flow
adheres to the wing surface even with the weaker acceleration. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, a large
scale coherent dynamic stall vortex structure is not as tightly formed, which is consistent
with the weaker vorticity compared to the 𝑔* = 1 case. There is no obvious pressure rise
caused by the weaker acceleration. A relatively low pressure region does appear near the
leading edge, however, since 𝑠* = 0.8.
Figure 4-5 presents the trailing edge view at 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 2. Similar to 𝑔* = 1 (figure 4-
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3), the velocity has a relatively high magnitude in the two inboard planes at the trailing
edge. However, with a weaker axial acceleration, velocity magnitude contours are light blue
in the wake, different to the dark blue that appears in the same area with 𝑔* = 1. In the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, velocity deficit (red/orange) appears downstream the trailing edge.
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. Similar to 𝑔* = 1 (fig-
ure 4-3), one can observe a straight trailing edge shear layer with negative spanwise vorticity
in the two inboard planes, and a trailing edge shear layer, with opposite sign spanwise vor-
ticity, being more aligned to the freestream in the outboard plane. As a result, in the third
column of figure 4-5, trailing edge nFTLE ridges are straight in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 0.3 planes.
In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the bifurcation of trailing edge nFTLE ridges is clear to see. The
upper one captures the flow deficit in the wake near the trailing edge, and the lower one in-
dicates the trailing edge shear layer. When 𝑠* = 1.1, there exists a minor rolled-up structure
near the downstream boundary in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane.
At 𝛼 = 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1 (figure 4-6), the separation behavior is significantly distinct
compared to the corresponding steady translation at this angle of attack. In the inboard
two planes, the previously fully separated flow is at least partially reattached during the
acceleration motion (𝑠* = 0 to 𝑠* = 1.0) and is still attached after the acceleration (𝑠* = 1.1),
indicated by the high velocity magnitude (blue contours) around the leading edge. In the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the shear layer departs from the leading edge. The velocity deficit area
(red/orange contours) is reduced compared to the steady translation (figure 3-25(b)).
The second column shows dimensionless spanwise vorticity. In the two inboard planes
and close to the leading edge, regions with a high concentration of negative vorticity are
adhered to the wing surface. These regions roll up, but their vorticity magnitudes decay as
they grow and move away from the wing. In the outboard plane, a coherent circular structure
with a high magnitude of negative vorticity is formed from 𝑠* = 0.4. This coherent structure
keeps its shape but slightly grows in size after the axial acceleration ends (𝑠* = 1.1).
The third column in figure 4-6 shows the nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution
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Figure 4-6: Response to axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1. (left) Velocity magnitude nor-
malized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure,
and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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over the accelerated wing. At the beginning of the axial accelerated motion (𝑠* = 0.0),
the flow is mostly separated from the leading edge, and small scale coherent structures
can be observed in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 planes. As acceleration time increases
(from 𝑠* = 0.2 to 𝑠* = 1.0), the small scale coherent structures are replaced by tightly
adhering nFTLE ridges, which indicates that flow has reattached. During this transition, an
interesting nFTLE structure that appears is a long S-shaped or whip-like ridge that lifts off
the wing surface on the suction side, which can be clearly seen starting at 𝑠* = 0.4. This
whip-like ridge indicates the connection of the shed coherent circular structure with high
magnitude of negative vorticity to the wing surface. Similar to the 20∘ with 𝑔* = 1 case
(figure 4-2), there exists a high surface pressure region since 𝑠* = 0.2, and it moves to the
trailing edge, followed with a strong leading edge suction. The surface pressure evolution has
a distinct connection to the whip-like FTLE ridge motion, as described in Section 4.2. When
𝑠* = 1.1, the whip-like nFTLE ridge has moved downstream in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane while it
is slightly visible off the trailing edge in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane. In the plane 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5, a large
scale dynamic stall vortex is formed under the acceleration when 𝑠* = 0.6. As acceleration
time increases to 𝑠* = 1.1, the vortex grows and moves slightly downstream and further
away from the suction surface.
The trailing edge view at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1 is presented in figure 4-7. In the first column,
large green contours indicate moderate-speed flows near the trailing edge. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5
plane, velocity deficit (red/orange) can be observed since 𝑠* = 0.8. This deficit region
connects to the trailing edge, further extends downstream and rises up.
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. The strong velocity
gradients between the wake and the freestream beneath the wing are captured as strong
positive spanwise vorticity in the trailing edge shear layer. In the third column, bifurcated
nFTLE ridges, which indicate the trailing edge shear layer and the velocity deficit in the
wake, can be seen in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane.
At 𝛼 = 30∘ with 𝑔* = 2 (figure 4-8), leading edge recirculation can be observed in
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Figure 4-7: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Figure 4-8: Response to axial acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 2. (left) Velocity magnitude nor-
malized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure,
and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 planes since 𝑠* = 0.6, presented by the small velocity deficit
bubble attached near the leading edge. The distance between the shear layer and the suction
side surface is decreased when compared with the corresponding steady translation. In the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, however, no significant wake topology change can be noticed. The low-
speed region is large and the shear layer departs from the surface throughout the accelerated
motion.
The second column in figure 4-8 presents the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. Similar to
the 𝑔* = 1 case, tightly adhered negative vorticity regions are presented close to the leading
edge, upstream of shed circular regions with relatively high magnitude of negative vorticity.
In the outboard plane, a distinct rolled-up dynamic stall vortex is not formed, which is
different to the 𝑔* = 1 case. The vorticity distribution in this plane is similar to the steady
translation case at 𝛼 = 30∘.
The third column in figure 4-8 shows the FTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution
for 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 2. The surface pressure does not exhibit a dramatic evolution with the
weaker acceleration. Instead only a slightly pressure drop (cyan) can be seen near the wing
apex since 𝑠* = 0.8. In the two inboard planes, the flow is not able to tightly adhere to
the wing surface with the weaker acceleration, and small scale shear layer structures are
observed near the leading edge. Similar to 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1, a large scale nFTLE whip-like
structure can be seen when 𝑠* = 0.6 and travels to further downstream when 𝑠* = 1.0. Its
connection to the wing surface is, however, less clear compared to the 𝑔* = 1 case. In the
outboard 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, neither large scale roll up nor reattachment characteristics appear
in the nFTLE ridges, and the FTLE field behaves similarly to the steady case without axial
acceleration (figure 3-25(f)), in which nFLTE ridges depart from the surface with small scale
shear layer structures.
Figure 4-9 provides a view from the trailing edge at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 2. The first column
presents the dimensionless velocity magnitude. In the two inboard planes, green contours
are the majority of the wake near the trailing edge. With a weaker axial acceleration, small
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Figure 4-9: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 2. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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velocity deficit (red/orange) regions can be observed near the trailing edge, which is different
to 𝑔* = 1 (figure 4-7). In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, low-speed regions (red/orange) dominate in the
wake near the trailing edge, which is similar to the steady translation at 30∘ (figure 3-26(b)).
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. Similar to 𝑔* = 1 (fig-
ure 4-7), the trailing edge shear layer is represented by the strong positive spanwise vorticity
contours. The nFTLE ridges with the surface pressure distribution are in the third column.
The trailing edge shear layer is clearly presented by nFTLE ridges. However, when 𝛼 = 30∘,
𝑔* = 2, the bifurcated nFTLE ridges structure is not obvious in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane.
4.2 Reattachment due to axial acceleration
In this section, nFTLE ridges and surface pressure distribution are used to show flow reat-
tachment due to axial accelerations in the inboard planes at 𝛼 = 30∘. The resulted surface
pressure rising and its potential correlation to the pitching moment temporal change are also
investigated.
From figure 4-6 and figure 4-8, it appears that the roots of nFTLE whip-like structures
move downstream along the wing surface with a high pressure zone (dark grey) from the
leading edge to the trailing edge. This surface pressure pattern and evolution is not seen in
the 𝛼 = 20∘ cases. Furthermore, the motion of the high pressure zone from leading edge to
trailing edge potentially correlates with the magnitude increasing change in 𝐶𝑚 for 𝛼 = 30∘
with 𝑔* = 1, since the high pressure zone travels across the 𝐶𝑚 measurement location around
the same time. The 𝛼 = 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1 case will be used to investigate this phenomenon
more closely, since the weaker axial gust case (30∘ with 𝑔* = 2) does not exhibit as dramatic
a pressure gradient evolution compared to the stronger axial gust case.
Figure 4-10 shows the evolution of reattachment in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane at 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1.
Red lines, blue lines, and yellow dots are nFTLE ridges, pFTLE ridges and FTLE saddles,
respectively. FTLE saddles are intersections of nFTLE ridges and pFTLE ridges, which are
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shown to be dynamically important features of the vortex boundaries (Green et al., 2010).
These Lagrangian results are superimposed on dimensionless spanwise vorticity to combine
flow evolution details from both Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions.
At 𝑠* = 0.00 (figure 4-10(a)), nFLTE ridges depart from the leading edge, indicating the
flow is fully separated before the onset of the axial gust. From figure 4-10(b) to figure 4-
10(d), one can see the saddle also travels downstream while maintaining its height about
𝑦/𝑐 = −0.2. The nFTLE ridge in front of the saddle bends to the wing surface and clings
to the surface over about 20% of the chord length when 𝑠* = 0.24 (figure 4-10(d)).
Since nFTLE and pFTLE are analogs of unstable and stable manifolds, a flow schematic
can be abstracted as shown in figure 4-11(a). Regions A and B are divided by nFTLE and
pFTLE ridges. The nFTLE ridge, which is a candidate attracting material line, attracts local
nearby fluid, presented as small green arrows. The negative spanwise vorticity is consistent
with this as the clockwise rotating flow structure in regions A and B and matches the arrow
directions. Responding to the axial gust, the nFTLE ridge beneath region A approaches
the wing surface, indicating that the attracted fluid moves toward the wing surface and
the corresponding flow reattaches under the axial acceleration. Meanwhile, the vorticity in
region B moves downstream. As 𝑠* increases, the nFTLE ridge shifts down and connects to
the wing surface as shown in figure 4-11(a) region C.
Figure 4-11(b) shows dimensionless relative velocity magnitude 𝑈 with surface pressure
distribution in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane overlaid at 𝑠* = 0.52. Although the nFTLE root and
local maximum pressure location do not exactly coincide, they are located on the same teal
contour ridge, just ahead of a relatively low velocity magnitude region on the wing surface.
Figure 4-11(d) shows a dimensionless downward 𝑣 component region (dark blue) at 40% local
chord. The dense contour lines at this area indicate a relatively strong 𝑣 component gradient
along 𝑦 direction. In the same area, the dimensionless 𝑢 component decreases to 0.5 (grass
green in figure 4-11(c)). This may lead to a rise in pressure in the vicinity of the nFTLE ridge
and a higher surface pressure coefficient in region C. The downward 𝑣 component region
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(a) 𝑠* = 0.00 (b) 𝑠* = 0.08
(c) 𝑠* = 0.16 (d) 𝑠* = 0.24
(e) 𝑠* = 0.33
Figure 4-10: Positive (blue) and negative (red) FTLE ridges indicating reattachment, super-




Figure 4-11: (a) FTLE ridge reattachment schematic, (b) velocity magnitude, with inset
axes showing chordwise pressure distribution and FTLE root location, (c) 𝑢 component of
velocity, (d) 𝑣 component of velocity.
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(a) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 (b) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3
Figure 4-12: nFTLE ridges (red curves) indicating reattachment, superimposed on spanwise
vorticity (purple), and inset axes showing local chordwise surface pressure, 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1,
𝑠* = 0.52.
moves to the trailing edge through the acceleration, and the pressure peak moves along with
it, which may also change the pitching moment of the wing.
In figure 4-11, the red dash circle points out a separation at the leading edge. In figure 4-
11(c), the reduced 𝑢 component in the area further confirms this. The flow accelerates
and reattaches downstream of the leading edge separation, so we interpret this structure as
similar to the separation bubble in a transient separated flow.
After the onset of flow reattachment, the location of the nFTLE root correlates with the
motion of the high 𝐶𝑝 region. Figure 4-12 shows flow structure in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 0.3
planes at 𝑠* = 0.52 with the corresponding surface pressure distribution along that plane
shown as an inset line plot. 𝐶𝑝 is the surface pressure coefficient and 𝑑/𝑐 is the dimensionless
distance from the local leading edge. It can be seen that the location of where the nFTLE
ridge meets the wing surface is close to the local maximum surface pressure location.
Further more, figure 4-13 presents those two points’ distance from the local leading edge
as a function of dimensionless distance along the acceleration travel under different axial
accelerations. The pressure peak closely follows the nFTLE root from leading edge to trailing
edge in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane for 𝑔* = 1 (figure 4-13(a)), although at 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane (figure 4-
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13(b)) there is a gap between the nFTLE root location and the local maximum pressure
location since 𝑠* = 0.5. For the weaker acceleration, the nFTLE root location and surface
pressure peak location agree well in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane (figure 4-13(d)), while a gap exits
at 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane (figure 4-13(c)). In contrast to the stronger acceleration translation, the
peak surface pressure always leads the nFTLE root in the weaker acceleration translation.
In brief, nFTLE ridges, which are derived from kinematics, are correlated with distinct
changes in pressure, a direct connection to the aerodynamic performance of the delta wing.
FTLE thus indicates some feature of the dynamics, such as pressure peaks or pressure gradi-
ents with specific patterns, but avoids the necessity of the Poisson equation to solve pressure
from the velocity field. The weakness of using the Poisson equation is that it requires the
whole velocity vector field to calculate pressure at each point. The non-local effect will in-
corporate velocity field error, which is not unusual in experimental data, and accumulate it
when calculating the pressure, especially close to the tested object surface. On the contrary,
FTLE ridges can be relatively insensitive to imperfect velocity field data even where the cal-
culated trajectories may be sensitive (Haller, 2002). In addition, since the surface pressure
characteristics are indicated by the attached nFTLE ridges, the computation domain can be
further reduced to a smaller domain near the wing surface.
One may notice 𝐶𝑚 decreasing slope change around 𝑠* = 0.4 at 𝛼 = 30∘ 𝑔* = 1, shown
in figure 4-1(f). Intuitively, the motion of the local pressure peak should contribute to
the temporary 𝐶𝑚 fluctuation. When the pressure peak has different distances to the 𝐶𝑚
measurement location, the moment of the local down force could bring a sufficient change
to 𝐶𝑚.
Figure 4-14 shows the 𝐶𝑚 and local pressure peak location relative to the location of
the transducer (denoted as 𝑙.𝑜.𝑡. in figure 4-14), which is at half chord of the centerline, as
a function of 𝑠*. At the slope changing point 𝑠* = 0.35, the local pressure peak is 0.1 𝑐
upstream to the 𝑙.𝑜.𝑡. in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane, the local pressure peak
is right of the 𝑙.𝑜.𝑡. when 𝑠* = 0.35. The negative 𝐶𝑚 slope is greatly reduced, since the
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(a) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1, 𝑔* = 1 (b) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3, 𝑔* = 1
(c) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1, 𝑔* = 2 (d) 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3, 𝑔* = 2
Figure 4-13: nFTLE ridge reattachment root location along the chord as a function of
acceleration travel distance (𝑠*) (red), and location of local maximum surface pressure along
the chord (blue), 𝛼 = 30∘.
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Figure 4-14: Local pressure peak and measured 𝐶𝑚 as a function of acceleration travel
distance (𝑠*) at 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1.
high pressure zone travels downstream of the 𝑙.𝑜.𝑡.. The changing magnitude of 𝐶𝑚 caused
by the high surface pressure traveling further downstream is also observed by Brett and Ooi
(2014) on a series of delta wings with different sweep angles. That is, a downstream detached
leading edge vortex on a delta wing induces a less negative 𝐶𝑚.
4.3 FTLE ridge patterns at trailing edge
In figures 4-3, 4-5, and 4-7, we observed a bifurcated nFTLE structure at the trailing edge
of the non-slender delta wing in certain cases. This is due to the generation of a large-scale
rolled-up FTLE ridges, which further indicates the formation of a leading edge vortex in
the outboard plane during the accelerations. The 𝛼 = 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1 case will be used to
provide more details.
Figure 4-15 shows FTLE ridges superimposed with the dimensionless spanwise vorticity
in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, in where the bifurcated structure was seen. When 𝑠* = 0.48 (figure 4-
15(a)), the leading edge nFTLE ridges roll up, and enclose an area with pFTLE ridges below
them but above the wing. As mentioned before, this region enclosed by nFTLE/pFTLE
ridges indicates a vortex formation due to the axial acceleration. The existence of the vortex
is further confirmed by the negative spanwise vorticity contours in the vortex core area. An
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(a) 𝑠* = 0.48 (b) 𝑠* = 0.64
(c) 𝑠* = 0.81 (d) 𝑠* = 0.98
Figure 4-15: Positive (blue) and negative (red) FTLE ridges superimposed on spanwise




Figure 4-16: (a) Bifurcated nFTLE ridges schematic, (b) velocity magnitude, (c) 𝑢 compo-
nent of velocity, (d) 𝑣 component of velocity.
nFTLE ridge can also be observed beneath the vortex. When 𝑠* = 0.64 (figure 4-15(b)), the
wing has fully moved into the window, and this nFTLE ridge can be more clearly seen. It is
under the leading edge vortex and extends downstream. The size of the leading edge vortex
continues to increase during the axial acceleration, and the nFTLE ridge under it is pushed
closer to the wing surface. When 𝑠* = 0.98 (figure 4-15(d)), this nFTLE ridge has a small
distance to the trailing edge, and to nFTLE ridges indicating the trailing edge shear layer.
As a result, the bifurcated nFTLE ridges structure is formed at the trailing edge.
Figure 4-16(a) gives a schematic of this phenomenon. The leading edge vortex is repre-
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sented by the region A with a high negative spanwise vorticity magnitude. The nFTLE ridge
initiated at the leading edge indicates that the leading edge shear layer rolls up around A
and forms into a vortex. The nFTLE ridge at B indicates that downstream fluid particles are
attracted downward and moving upstream along the path of the nFTLE ridge at B. This
is confirmed by the negative 𝑣 contours (blue) in figure 4-16(d), and negative 𝑢 contours
(blue) near the wing surface in figure 4-16(c). Figure 4-16(b) shows the velocity magnitude.
A slender region with a moderate velocity magnitude (blue) can be observed between the
vortex and the wing, surrounded by a region with a low velocity magnitude (dark blue).
This indicates that the injecting flow has a relatively high velocity magnitude, compared to
nearby.
Note that the coherent structure formed by nFTLE ridges in regions A and B is common
to be seen around a single vortex core, such as the nFTLE observation of a hairpin by Green
et al. (2007). The formation of this coherent structure indicates a reestablishment of the
leading edge vortex.
As shown in figure 4-15, the leading edge vortex grows in size and slightly approaches
the trailing edge, which further leads to a narrowed gate for the downstream fluid particles
being injected upstream. The nFTLE ridge at B gradually moves to the trailing edge as
well. Those injected particles either are entrained into the leading edge vortex at A, or
continue to move upstream to the low-speed region (dark blue contours near the leading
edge in figure 4-15(b)). This divergence of fluid particle motion leads to a local separation,
and it is exhibited as the blue pFTLE ridge in figure 4-15 and figure 4-16(a).
4.4 Spanwise effects
Flow structure around a non-slender delta wing has high three dimensionality, and span-
wise effects cannot be ignored. To investigate this, leading edge vorticity flux (𝜔𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥) and
circulation (𝛤 ) are calculated at the chosen spanwise locations.
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As shown in figures 4-2, 4-4, 4-6, and 4-8, high concentration negative vorticity is gener-
ated at the leading edge, convects downstream, and accumulates to form a vortex. Hence,
the growth of the LEV is fed by vorticity generated at the leading edge. This can be de-
scribed as the vorticity flux at the leading edge, which is calculated as the vorticity convected
through a line close to the leading edge (Krishna et al., 2018). The leading edge vorticity




𝜔𝑧𝑢 · 𝑛𝑑𝑙, (4.1)
where 𝑛 is the unit vector normal to the integration line and 𝜔𝑧 is the 𝑧 direction vorticity.
The line initiates at the leading edge as shown in figure 4-17, and the integration length is
half of the local chord, marked as 𝐿𝐸. The 𝐿𝐸 is chosen to ensure that its height covers
generated leading edge shear layer and dynamic stall vortex, especially those that present in
the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane which are not attached to the wing surface. And 𝐿𝐸 is not too long so
that it will not exceed the data domain.





where 𝑆 is the integration region with a height 0.5 local chord, and covers from the leading
edge to the trailing edge, as shown in figure 4-17. This calculation field is chosen to cover
the majority of flow structure generated from the leading edge.
From figure 4-6, it can be observed that the leading edge vortex in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane
slowly travels to trailing edge through the acceleration. Hence, it is necessary to calculate
the amount of vorticity leaving the area 𝑆. Similar to equation 4.1, the trailing edge vorticity




𝜔𝑧𝑢 · 𝑛𝑑𝑙, (4.3)
where 𝑇𝐸 is the downstream boundary of area 𝑆. Assuming small vorticity flux out of the
top boundary, the sum of the leading edge and trailing edge vorticity flux would then yield
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Figure 4-17: Integration lines 𝐿𝐸 and 𝑇𝐸, and area 𝑆.
the net vorticity flux into the area 𝑆.
From Section 3.2 and Section 4.1, it is clear to see that in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, with the
axial acceleration or not, the flow always separates from the leading edge, and the region
with high negative spanwise vorticity concentration departs from the wing surface. Hence
equation 4.1 can be used to estimate the increasing amount of spanwise negative vorticity in
the each spanwise plane, since the majority is imported from the leading edge. The current
2D time-resolved data does not provide direction information of the spanwise transportation,
hence the balance of spanwise vorticity flux and circulation is investigated to discuss the
potential spanwise transportation. Note that all results presented in this section are filtered
by a Gaussian method over a seven-element sliding window.
Figure 4-18 shows the dimensionless leading edge, trailing edge, and net vorticity flux
𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 (𝜔𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥/𝑈2∞) and the dimensionless circulation 𝛤 * (𝛤/(𝑈∞𝑐)) in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane. For
the steady translation when 𝛼 = 20∘ (figure 4-18(a)), 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 and 𝛤 * remain relatively constant,
indicating an equilibrium of imported vorticity, vorticity convection, and dissipation. The
time-averaged 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 and 𝛤 * are presented as dotted black and red lines, respectively. A
similar pattern shows in the steady translation when 𝛼 = 30∘ (figure 4-18(b)).
Figure 4-18(c) shows the evolution of 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 and 𝛤 * at 20∘ with 𝑔* = 1. Due to the
calculation requirement of the whole wing being in the domain in order to see the whole
calculation window (figure 4-17), curves of 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 and 𝛤 * start at 𝑠* = 0.55. As a reference,
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(a) steady translation, 𝛼 = 20∘ (b) steady translation, 𝛼 = 30∘
(c) 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 1 (d) 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 1
(e) 𝛼 = 20∘, 𝑔* = 2 (f) 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝑔* = 2
Figure 4-18: Leading edge vorticity flux and circulation in 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, for 𝛼 = 20∘
(left column) and 𝛼 = 30∘ (right column) in steady translation (top row), 𝑔* = 1 axial
acceleration (middle row), and 𝑔* = 2 axial acceleration (bottom row).
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the time-averaged values of 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 and 𝛤 * in steady translation are plotted as dot and solid
lines respectively. Under the strong axial acceleration 𝑔* = 1, the value of leading edge 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥
(solid black line) continues to become more negative til 𝑠* = 0.9, which means that more
negative vorticity is being generated at the leading edge under the axial acceleration. The
trailing edge 𝜔*𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 (solid blue line), however, increases with the same pace, which means
more negative vorticity is leaving area 𝑆 near the trailing edge. As a result, the net vorticity
flux (dash black line) nearly remains on a same level, which is around -0.5, during the
acceleration. The 𝛤 * remains on a constant level but with a higher magnitude, compared
with itself under the steady translation (dotted red line).
With the weaker acceleration 𝑔* = 2 (figure 4-18(e)), the leading/trailing edge vorticity
flux continues to increase its magnitude but with a weaker degree of change, compared to
the 𝑔* = 1 case. The net vorticity flux remains around zero during the weaker acceleration.
Analogous to the 𝑔* = 1 case, the 𝛤 * stays relatively constant, and its magnitude is slightly
higher than the steady translation’s, which is consistent with the smaller amount of the net
vorticity flux in this case.
At 30∘ with 𝑔* = 2 (figure 4-18(f)), similar flow behavior is observed. One exception is
at 30∘ with 𝑔* = 1 (figure 4-18(d)), the trailing edge vorticity flux (solid blue line) continues
to increase, which is thought to be due to the rolled-up leading edge vortex leaving the
calculation domain. Consequently, the net vorticity flux becomes positive and continues to
increase. However, compared with the dramatic positive increasing of the net vorticity flux,
𝛤 * stays negative and only slightly decreases its magnitude. Thus, we infer: 1. An existence
of spanwise transportation of vorticity into this plane as a supplement to this unbalance. 2.
The axial acceleration induces vorticity tilting as a supplement to this unbalance. Either
way the spanwise effect is expected, since vorticity tilting is absent in two dimensional flow.
Comparing different 𝑔*, it is obvious to see that a stronger acceleration leads to a higher
magnitude of 𝛤 *, hence a stronger coherent leading edge vortex is expected. Another ob-
served phenomenon of note is that the 𝛤 * seems relatively invariant with angle of attack,
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since under the same axial acceleration, 𝛤 * presented by red lines is at closely same level at
20∘ and 30∘.
4.5 Summary
This chapter presents a comparison of flow structures between the steady translation and
the axially accelerated translation with two different magnitudes. For the steady translation,
coefficient of lift collapses at 25∘, indicating that the flow is fully stalled at 30∘. At 20∘ without
acceleration, a strong leading edge suction appears in the surface pressure distribution, and
the flow appears separated in the outboard plane while still attached in the inboard planes.
The flow appears fully detached across all three planes for the steady translation at 30∘, which
is consistent with the pressure distribution that is uniform and less negative on the suction
side wing surface, and with the drop in coefficient of lift. Combining the time-averaged 3D
streamlines (figure 3-22) and nFTLE ridges (figure 3-25), the flow structure clearly behaves
differently in the pre-stall stage (20∘) and post-stall stage (30∘). A “conical” flow structure
can be observed at 20∘, as marked by the leading edge counter-rotating coherent vortex
structures. At 30∘, separation dominates and the flow structure tends to the “cylindrical”
type, which is used to describe separated flow structure around 2D airfoils. We infer that
the “cylindrical” flow reflects relatively weaker spanwise effects.
As shown in figure 4-19, the freestream 𝑈∞ can be decomposed into three components.
𝑈1 is perpendicular to the wing surface. 𝑈2 is the component along the leading edge. 𝑈3 is
the component perpendicular to the leading edge, parallel to the wing surface. The sweep
angle 𝛬 is the angle between 𝑈3 and the mid chord. The three components can be derived
from:
𝑈1 = 𝑈∞ sin𝛼,
𝑈2 = 𝑈∞ cos𝛼 sin𝛬,
𝑈3 = 𝑈∞ cos𝛼 cos𝛬.
(4.4)
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Figure 4-19: Freestream velocity decomposition.
For a non-slender delta wing, 𝑈1 is small compared with 𝑈2 and 𝑈3 at a low angle of
attack. At high attack angles, though, 𝑈1 is comparable to 𝑈2. Hence, a stronger convection
perpendicular to the wing may lead to the coherent vortex structure extending farther from
the wing at high attack angles.
At a high attack angle, the convection along the leading edge weakens. The flow structure
in the plane containing 𝑈1 and 𝑈3 is analogous to the flow around a 2D airfoil at a high
attack angle. Therefore, the characteristic of conical flow is expected to be less obvious at
high angles of attack. An extreme case is that when 𝛼 = 90∘, the flow structure is expected
to have limited spanwise effects.
Two axial accelerations with magnitude 𝑔* = 1 and 𝑔* = 2 are applied on both the 20∘
(pre-stall incidence) and 30∘ (post-stall incidence) cases. At 20∘ with two accelerations, the
flow is attached (evidenced by FTLE ridges that tightly adhere to the wing surface) in the
two inboard planes. In the outboard plane, the flow generates a large scale coherent dynamic
stall vortex through the accelerated motion. At 30∘ with both accelerations, the baseline
fully separated wake flow is diminished and it is assumed that the flow stays at least partially
attached in the two inboard planes. But only with a stronger acceleration (𝑔* = 1) can the
flow be fully reattached. In the outboard plane, a large scale coherent vortex structure is
formed with acceleration 𝑔* = 1, while the flow is still fully separated in this plane with a
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(a) Pre-stall (𝛼 = 20∘)
(b) Post-stall (𝛼 = 30∘)
Figure 4-20: Schematic of flow field response to axial acceleration
weakened acceleration 𝑔* = 2.
From the studies above, abstracted schematics for the transient flow structure around
non-slender delta wings under axial acceleration can be developed, as shown in figure 4-20.
In the pre-stall stage under steady translation (figure 4-20(a) left), leading edge separation
initiates at an inboard location, and is tilted to the streamwise direction. For the pre-stall
stage under axial acceleration (figure 4-20(a) right), the onset location of leading edge sepa-
ration moves downstream. Inboard, the flow tightly adheres to the suction side wing surface.
The flow structure has a conical shape that is maintained through an axial acceleration.
In the post-stall stage (figure 4-20(b) left), the flow separates from the wing apex and
forms a “cylindrical” shape structure. Under axial acceleration (figure 4-20(b) right), the
inboard flow reattaches to the wing surface and a whip-like FTLE structure distinguishes
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reattached flow from shedding coherent structures. The “conical” structure is reestablished
at the outboard location, as strong spanwise effects and a strengthened coherent rotating
structure are inferred from the circulation increase in figure 4-18(d). The reestablished out-
board dynamic stall vortex, however, is not stable and grows in size as 𝑠* increases, as shown
in figure 4-6. Effects brought by the axial accelerations last relatively long temporal periods
even after the accelerations (generally to 𝑠* = 8), which can be inferred from aerodynamic
forces behaviors in Marzanek and Rival (2019).
From all discussions above, several conclusions can be drawn: 1. The flow structure
around non-slender delta wings has a “conical” pattern pre-stall, while it is closer to a
“cylindrical” pattern post-stall when separation dominates the flow field across the span.
2. Axial acceleration induces reattachment even post-stall. The acceleration may deviate
the flow from a “cylindrical” pattern partially back to a “conical” pattern. 3. The axial
acceleration causes a temporary surface pressure rise that moves from leading edge to trailing
edge, and a low surface pressure follows the temporary pressure rise and results in a strong
suction near the leading edge. Though the axial acceleration can reestablish a strong suction
near the leading edge at a post-stall attack angle and increase the lift, it also may import
fluctuations in the pitching moment 𝐶𝑚 due to the motion of the high pressure zone. This
phenomenon may bring potential hazard to the accelerating flying and it needs to be carefully
considered for the relevant flight control.
The temporary surface pressure rising and the motion of high pressure zone can be
detected by FTLE merely from the velocity field. The FTLE analysis can capture the
majority of the flow structure in these spanwise planes, and combines with surface pressure
distribution well. However, these spanwise 2D cuts would not represent the real fully 3D
coherent structures, especially for flow with high unsteadiness, and whose the out-of-plane
velocity cannot be ignored. To obtain further insight of flow structure around non-slender
delta wings under accelerations, 3D time-resolved velocity data is necessary, though it is not




In Chapter 4, the flow reattachment caused by axial accelerations was presented, and a direct
correlation between flow structure, surface pressure and pitching moment was established to
show that a certain axial acceleration contributes to flow reattachment, but also may lead
to pitching moment fluctuations. In this chapter, vertical acceleration is introduced into the
wing towing motion to mimic a vertical gust scenario. Table 5.1 shows details of the vertical
acceleration datasets collected in the OTTER lab.
In this chapter, the velocity field, the FTLE scalar field and the surface pressure distribu-
tion are combined together to study the flow response to a downward vertical acceleration.
As shown in figure 2-7(b), the effective angle of attack increased during 𝑠* = 0 to 2.5 (flow
visualization period). Thus further flow separation, instead of reattachment, is observed and
investigated in Section 5.1.
Data Temporal type Delta wing type Initial 𝑅𝑒 Section
Force (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 5.1
2D planar PIV (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 5.1
Surface pressure (QU) Time-resolved NACA0012 300,000 5.1
Table 5.1: Vertical acceleration experimental data collection.
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5.1 Flow topology during vertical acceleration
Recall that the axial velocity component is constant (1 m/s) during the vertical acceleration.
The vertical velocity component accelerates as a sinusoid function, shown in equation 2.3
and figure 2-7(a). The vertical acceleration occurs from 𝑠* = 0 to 5, and the vertical velocity
component reaches its peak 0.2𝑈∞ at 𝑠* = 2.5. The magnitude of tested vertical acceleration
is denoted as ℎ* = 0.5, where the vertical displacement through the acceleration is 0.5 chord.
Coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moment during a vertical acceleration as a func-
tion of 𝑠* are shown in figure 5-1. Similar to the axial acceleration, corresponding steady
coefficients at 𝑅𝑒 ≈ 300, 000 are presented as dotted black lines. In addition, red line boxes
represent that the planar PIV data covers from 𝑠* = 0 to 2.5. At 𝛼 = 20∘, the coefficient
of lift almost linearly increases since 𝑠* = 0.5. It decreases since 𝑠* = 3 and drops to its
initial value when the accelerations ends at 𝑠* = 5. At 𝛼 = 30∘, 𝐶𝐿 linearly increases but
with a smaller slope than the 𝛼 = 20∘ case, and it also decreases to its initial value at the
end of the vertical acceleration. Different to the axial acceleration (figure 4-1(a), 4-1(b)), 𝐶𝐿
does not converge to a steady-state. Instead, it increases again at the post-gust stage. Later
than 𝑠* = 8, 𝐶𝐿 decreases again and converges to the steady values marked as the dotted
black lines. Compared to 𝐶𝐿, 𝐶𝐷 has less observable change during the acceleration. At
both attack angles, 𝐶𝐷 only increases a small amount from 𝑠* = 0 to 3. Then it decreases
and converges to the steady values. At 𝛼 = 30∘, the overshot at the post-gust stage appears
again. In general, the 𝐶𝐿 magnitude does not change greatly, the vertical acceleration has
limited effects on horizontal aerodynamic force performance. 𝐶𝑚 becomes increasingly neg-
ative from 𝑠* = 0 to 3 for both angles of attack, and it has a slightly larger slope at 20∘. 𝐶𝑚
experiences an overshoot at the post-gust stage.
The instantaneous velocity fields in figure 5-2 show the flow field evolution during the
vertical acceleration from 𝑠* = 0.89 to 2.12 at 𝛼 = 20∘. The presented 𝑠* period is chosen to
ensure that the wing stays in the data domain. The flow is attached through the acceleration
in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, indicated by the high speed region (blue) attached to the wing surface.
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(a) 𝛼 = 20∘, Lift coefficient (b) 𝛼 = 30∘, Lift coefficient
(c) 𝛼 = 20∘, Drag coefficient (d) 𝛼 = 30∘, Drag coefficient
(e) 𝛼 = 20∘, Pitching moment coefficient (f) 𝛼 = 30∘, Pitching moment coefficient
Figure 5-1: Coefficient of lift, drag and pitching moment under vertical acceleration, for
𝛼 = 20∘ (left column) and 𝛼 = 30∘ (right column), steady values are indicated with dashed
lines, and time-resolved PIV coverage is indicated in red line boxes.
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In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane, the flow is separated during the acceleration. The flow deficit region
(red/orange) exhibits an increased size compared to the steady translation (figure 3-25(a)).
In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the flow deficit region indicates a full flow separation. The local wake
size is similar to the steady translation (figure 3-25(a)), although it is also slightly reduced
during the vertical gust. The corresponding dimensionless spanwise vorticity 𝜔*𝑧 sequence
is the second column. The leading edge shear layer is attached to the wing surface in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, while it is separated in outboard planes.
The nFTLE ridges along with surface pressure distribution are presented in the third
column in figure 5-2. As expected, the nFTLE ridges adhere to the wing surface in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, and depart from the surface in the outboard 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane. One feature
of note detected by nFTLE ridges is a rolled-up coherent structure that can be observed
from 𝑠* = 0.89 to 1.23 in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane disappearing around 𝑠* = 1.45. Otherwise, the
nFTLE ridge is fully separated from the wing surface in this plane, similar to the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5
plane.
The surface pressure does not exhibit a dramatic evolution during the vertical acceler-
ation. Compared with the steady translation (figure 3-25(e)), the region of low pressure is
larger, presented by cyan contours near the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 0.5 spanwise sections. There
is, however, a high pressure zone near the leading edge in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane. Different
from the axial acceleration, the high pressure zone does not move to the trailing edge. The
formation and annihilation of the rolled-up coherent structure in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 plane do not
appear to create significant effects on the surface pressure or aerodynamics forces.
Figure 5-3 gives a view from the trailing edge during the 𝛼 = 20∘ vertical acceleration.
In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, a moderate-speed region (green) is observed at the trailing edge. In
the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 and 0.5 planes, the flow near the trailing edge has a low velocity magnitude,
presented by red/orange contours. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.5 plane, the large flow deficit region
extends downstream of the trailing edge.
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane,
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Figure 5-2: Response to vertical acceleration at 𝛼 = 20∘, ℎ* = 0.5. (left) Velocity magni-
tude normalized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface
pressure, and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Figure 5-3: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 20∘, ℎ* = 0.5. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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the trailing edge shear layer magnitude is low since the purple contour has a high trans-
parency. In the two outboard planes, the shear layer magnitude gradually grows much
stronger, observed as relatively large red contours. The third column shows nFTLE ridges
with the surface pressure distribution. Trailing edge nFTLE ridges are straight in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, and are curved, and more aligned to the freestream, in the two outboard
planes.
The instantaneous velocity fields in figure 5-4 show the flow field evolution during the
vertical acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘. The flow is fully separated in all three spanwise planes,
indicated by the flow deficit (red/orange contours). In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 and 0.3 planes, the
red contours are gradually replaced by the orange and yellow contours, indicating that the
velocity magnitude in these two spanwise planes slightly increases during the vertical gust.
The wake size in all three spanwise planes is similar to the steady translation (figure 3-25(b)).
The second column of figure 5-4 is the sequence of dimensionless spanwise vorticity 𝜔*𝑧 . The
leading edge shear layer separates from the wing surface in all three planes, which has a
highly similarity to the steady translation (figure 3-25(d)).
The third column in figure 5-4 shows nFTLE ridges with surface pressure distribution
at 30∘. The nFTLE ridges separate from the leading edge in all three planes. In the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, small-scale rolled-up coherent structures can be observed in the shear
layer at 𝑠* = 0.89, 1.01, 1.45, and 2.12. They are coherent structures that form and shed
sequentially from the leading edge but without a reattachment of the flow in that plane.
Such periodic shedding structures are not observed in the outboard planes. nFTLE ridges
in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 and 0.5 planes are similar to the steady translation (figure 3-25(f)).
Compared to the steady translation, the surface pressure distribution exhibits an overall
lower pressure magnitude. Especially at the local leading edge in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, a
relatively low pressure, indicated by the cyan contour, can be clearly seen since 𝑠* = 1.89,
consistent with the increased lift on the wing.
The view from the trailing edge is given in figure 5-5. The first column shows the
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Figure 5-4: Response to vertical acceleration at 𝛼 = 30∘, ℎ* = 0.5. (left) Velocity magni-
tude normalized by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface
pressure, and nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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Figure 5-5: Downstream view at 𝛼 = 30∘, ℎ* = 0.5. (left) Velocity magnitude normalized
by the freestream, (center) dimensionless spanwise vorticity, (right) surface pressure, and
nFTLE ridges (red curves) all shown.
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dimensionless velocity magnitude. Moderate-speed regions (green) dominate the wake in the
𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.3 and 0.5 planes, large velocity deficit regions (red/orange)
appear near the trailing edge. Since 𝑠* = 1.67, red contours are gradually replaced by orange
contours, which indicates that the vertical acceleration increases the velocity magnitude near
the trailing edge.
The second column shows the dimensionless spanwise vorticity. One can observe the
trailing edge shear layer presented by positive spanwise vorticity (red). But due to the
delta wing leaving the field of view, the flow field downstream the trailing edge may not be
observed since 𝑠* = 1.89. Consequently, no nFTLE ridges can be seen at the trailing edge
in the two outboard planes. In the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1 plane, nFTLE ridges are straight and aligned
to the freestream, which indicates the weakness of the local downwash flow.
In brief, under the vertical acceleration, the flow trends to be fully separated at 20∘ and
is fully separated at 30∘. However, 𝐶𝐿 increases with no sign of flow reattachment for both
tested angles. This is mainly due to the vertical force caused by the upwards freestream




This thesis studied the flow structure around a non-slender delta wing at different angles of
attack at a constant speed, and the flow response to axial or vertical gusts with different
magnitudes. Analysis was completed on experimental data, and revealed the time-averaged
3D flow structure variation with the angle of attack, from non-incidence to post stall attack
angles. FTLE was applied on time-resolved unsteady translation data to investigate coherent
flow structures under gusts. By describing the evolution of the coherent structures, the
surface pressure distribution on the wing suction side, and the fluctuation of the pitching
moment, a correlation among flow field and aerodynamics performance was established. The
tested scenarios in this study are analogous to those when the aircraft encounters with gusts
during taking off and landing. The knowledge produced by this study thus has potential
benefits to the future design or control strategy of non-slender delta wing aircraft. Meanwhile,
since this work reveals significant flow structure evolution around non-slender delta wings
in extreme situations (high angles of attack, high 𝑅𝑒, and with axial/vertical accelerations)
that have not been widely investigated by CFD, this work can also be a reference for the
future computational study and algorithm development for related topics.
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6.1 Conclusions
For the steady translation, the flow structure can be classified into three characterizations.
At the low angles of attack (0∘ to 15∘), the leading edge shear layer is separated from the
leading edge, and it rolls up into a leading edge vortex core. The axial velocity in the
vortex core turns from jet-like to wake-like around the mid chord. At the moderate angles
of attack (20∘ to 25∘), the axial velocity has a wake-like profile even close to the wing apex.
Reverse flow close to the wing surface can also be observed. Compared to the low angles
of attack, the leading edge vortices at moderate attack angles are further away from the
suction side and approach each other near the centerline. At the high angles of attack (30∘
to 40∘), the low speed region continues to expand in the vortex cores. The flow separates
from the leading edge without reattachment downstream, and the flow structure resembles
the “conical” pattern, shown in figure 3-16. In brief, from a very low attack angle to a high
angle of attack, the typical leading edge vortex pair is replaced by fully separated flow.
For the axial acceleration translation on the tested NACA0012 non-slender delta wing,
the flow reattachment and a strong suction reestablishment near the leading edge is detected
inboard via the surface pressure. Experimental data in this work shows that the axial gusts
of a sufficient strength induce flow reattachment in those inboard regions at both pre-stall
and post-stall attack angles. The reestablishment of the strong suction near the leading
edge is preceded by a surface pressure peak forming, the presence and motion of which
is clearly related to a whip-like nFTLE ridge that departs from the wing surface at the
same location. These two points travel downstream along the wing together ahead of the
appearance of the low pressure near the leading edge. This reveals the direct connection of
kinematic field (FTLE) and dynamics quantities (surface pressure) without calculating the
Poisson equation, which can be prone to error due to imperfections in experimental data. In
the outboard region, a strong enough axial gust leads to a strengthened spanwise vorticity
transportation and a coherent leading edge shear layer roll-up. Intuitively, the axial gust can
help with reestablishing the “conical” pattern in the outboard region at a post-stall attack
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angle.
For the vertical acceleration translation on the tested NACA0012 non-slender delta wing,
the detached nFTLE ridges indicate the flow stays fully separated, except in the 𝑧/𝑐 = 0.1
plane at 20∘. Although no flow reattachment nor dramatic surface pressure evolution were
observed, we do see small-scale rolled-up structures in certain spanwise planes. And those
shed and departed structures do have an effect, though it is limited compared to the axial
acceleration cases, on the surface pressure.
6.2 Recommendations for future work
Steady translation and accelerations in the axial or vertical directions are investigated in
this study. However, lateral flows also have significant influence on delta wing planforms.
As shown in Sahin et al. (2012) and Karasu et al. (2019), steady lateral flows greatly change
the leading edge vortex formation and its breakdown location, and lead to an asymmetric
surface pressure distribution. Thus, potential work should include testing non-slender delta
wings with yaw angles with or without accelerations at high angles of attack, to study the
flow structure changes with steady lateral flows, or even lateral accelerations when landing
or taking off to simulate destabilizing cross-winds.
This study investigates flow evolution around non-slender delta wings with a simple
geometry. For aircraft design, however, multiple swept wings or strakes are commonly used.
Future work could update the simple geometry to be more similar to non-slender delta wing
aircraft with multiple swept angles. Such aircraft usually have a smaller swept angle close
to their tails. Conclusions drawn in this dissertation would be valuable at the low-swept
region. But one needs to consider the interaction of leading edge vortices generated at the
high- and low-swept regions.
Spanwise 2D FTLE can reveal important flow structure evolution around a 45∘ non-
slender delta wing, and clearly identifies the projection of the leading edge vortex in outboard
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planes. The nFTLE ridges can also serve as a high surface pressure indicator, and as such,
the pressure behavior on boundaries can be roughly inspected from a local velocity history.
In addition, FTLE can tolerate a certain amount of velocity field imperfection, which is nice
because the Poisson equation necessary to calculate the pressure would be very sensitive to
velocity field noise through its spatial gradients. This understanding may have great potential
in selecting important or sensitive locations for sensors during pre-run of experiments or
actuators during control implementation.
With the current work of detecting coherent structures on spanwise 2D projection planes
and measuring aerodynamics quantities on the non-slender delta wing, the next step would
be calculating the 3D coherent structures to directly reveal the spanwise evolution of the
flow. This requires to conduct more delicate experiments to obtain time-resolved 3D3C
data. Using stereoscopic PIV can collect time-resolved 3D3C data, but the data is phrase-
averaged in order to combining multiple 2D3C sPIV planes into one volume. If the future
work is not relevant to periodic pitching/heaving, then the phrase-averaged sPIV is improper.
Time-resolved tomographic PIV would be more suitable. An alternative path would be to
collect streamwise 2D time-resolved data, and spanwise effects also can be directly observed.
Though this 2D projection data needs to be carefully manipulated when it is used to study
3D phenomena.
The surface pressure distribution is a direct reflection of the flow attachment and sepa-
ration, and the gain/loss of the lift, hence knowing the surface pressure patterned behavior
under gusts would be beneficial for developing potential flight control strategies for non-
slender delta wing planforms. In addition to obtaining additional flow field measurements,
collecting surface pressure data over the wing is another way to obtain important spanwise
information for the non-slender delta wing. In this thesis, the surface pressure distribution
only covered half of the wing suction side, and it was interpolated from 16 pressure tap
measurements. The size limitation of the pressure distribution prevents us acquiring infor-
mation near the leading and trailing edges, where it would provide useful insight for the flow
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separation and reattachment. Having only 16 pressure taps yields a relatively coarse data
resolution, which then makes it difficult to capture small-scale pressure gradient evolution.
Hence other potential paths to pursue would be to achieve a better resolution of surface
pressure response to gusts.
With enough testing pressure datasets, it is possible to study the direct correlation be-
tween the surface pressure and gusts. Wing sections that exhibit a more significant pressure
change could be found, which would be beneficial for the flow control strategy on such non-
slender delta wing planforms. Burelle et al. (2020) made efforts on linear regression of surface
pressure distribution with different angles of attack and gusts. Critical changes in flow struc-
tures were identified by surface pressure signatures. However, the inherent unsteadiness in
such situations limits the accuracy of the linear regression. Hou et al. (2019) successfully
established the detection of gusts from the surface pressure data on a 2D plate wing using





Codes for data processing
Matlab codes were used for the PIV data processing of flat plate non-slender delta wing at low
Re steady translation, flow structure analysis techniques, and generation of sequence of Field-
view plot3D files derived from FTLE Fortran 90 codes. Fieldview was used to generate 3D
flow visualization images. All codes are available on http://Greenfluids.syr.edu/ONR 2016/.
Codes and corresponding description are listed below.
A.1 Matlab codes
1. Read avg Massive.m: reads sequence of 2D3C time averaged PIV data and sorts them
into 3D3C velocity fields.
2. chordwiseplotUre 6 2.m: makes chordwise plane velocity plots.
3. chordwiseplotVor re2.m: makes chordwise plane vorticity plots.
4. streamline3Dplot re2.m: makes 3D streamlines.
5. surface streamlines2.m: makes 2D surface streamlines.
6. vortexline detecting.m: detects vortex lines of leading edge vortex pair.
7. datXX sXX.m: pre-processing of time-resolved data.
8. AoAXX sXX 3D pressure FV ver2.m: rewrites FTLE .dat files as Fieldview original
files.
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A.2 Fortran 90 codes
Note that the FTLE Fortran 90 code package is inherited from Dr. Green. Minor changes
were made to optimize FTLE calculation around a moving object in the computing domain.
1. ftle.inp: user defined file for critical parameters of FTLE calculation setup.
2. grid.f90: generates computation grid based on original PIV data.
3. inout.f90: reads velocity values from original PIV data and writing FLTE calculation
results.
4. intsubs.f90: executes spacial and temporal interpolation.
5. analysis.f90: executes FTLE calculation.
6. intprog.f90: main program.
A.3 Fieldview code
1. Iso Script XXs1.fvx: generates image sequence with same settings in Fieldview.
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